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PREFACE

This paper is a by-product of an earlier research effort

on the situation in Laos undertaken by the author for The Rand

Corporation. The present analysis and chronology is made

available for v. by interested government researchers. and

academic specialists.
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ABSTRACT

In the last two decades, the Pathet Lao revolu;ionary move'nent has

grown from its modest beginnings into a serious contender for rower in

Laos. As demonstrated in Paul F. Langer and Joseph J. Zasloff, North

Vietnam and the Pathet Lao (Harvard University Press, 1970), this suc-

cess is largely the result of the compreheiusive assistance that the

revolutionary forces have been receiving from North Vietnam. Ever

sin,.e the inception of the Pathet Lao wovement, after the Second World

War, Hanoi's military, economic, and organizational support has been

the critical factor in the balance of forces in Laos. But the outcome

of the contest for power in that country will be greatly affected by

the policies of Moscow and Peking. These policies, and the motives

and objectives that inform the.n, are the subject of the present study.

China's policy toward Laos would appear to be governed, above all,

by considerations of national security, not by territorial ambitions.

The principal Chinese objective, it seems, is the removal from the area

of all ho=tile powers and their influence: primarily c~f the United

States but. since the intensification of the Sino-Soviet conflict, in-

creasingly also of the Soviet Union. Invariably and inevitably, Peking

reacts with particular sensitivity to military developments in Laos that

approach Chnria's southern border.

In contrast to Peking's interest, which is intense and of long

standing, loscow's concern with Laos -- a country in no way vital to

Soviet se-zurity -- is quite recent, and, with the exception of the 1961

crisis, the Russian involvement there has been l!.xited. The sharpening

of the Sino-Soviet conflict, however, has made it impossible for the

Soviet Union to disengage itself entirely from the fate of Laos, where

the aim of its policy since then has been to prevent the country from

beiag sucked entirely into the sphere of Chinese influence. In pursuit

of that policy, the Soviets have tried to extend their influence within

the Lao revolutionary mni'ement while eschewing a major commitment to the

Pathet Lao cause -i1 avoiding any situation that could lead to a con-

frontat'on witi. )e United States.
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Whereas Peking has been promoting the strategy of a "people's war"

in Laos, Moscow has encouraged a political solution that would ensure

the continuation in office of a government friendly to the boviet Union.

Despite their professed support for the Pathet Lao, therefore, the

Soviets continue to maintain cordial relations with the non-Communist

rump government of Souvanna Phouma. Peking, meanwhile, is siding openly

with the revolutionar:y forces in Laos and providing them with direct

assistance out of South Chiwa. Thus,. while Moscow is pursuing an ani-

bivalent dual strategy in Laos, Peking is actively seeking to establish

itself as the avowed sponsor of an Indochinese liberation movement.

Under the circ•umstances, it is not surprising that China has the

advantage over the Soviet Union in their competition for the allegiance

of the Lao Communists, whose position on the major issues dividing those

two powers has bean close to Peking's rather than Moscow's. Yet all

evidence points to the conclusion that there is no distinctly pro-

Chinese faction in the (Communist) People's Party of Laos (PPL) and

that its leadership is not subservient to China. If there is a predomi-

nant foreign influence within the PPI, it is that of Hanoi. While the

Soviet Union arid China continue to vie with each other in North Vietnam,

the Conmunist sector of i.aos -- which remains essentially a North Viet-

namese client so long as there is fighting in Laos -- will enjoy a sub-

stantial measure of independence from both Soviet and. Chinese influence,

within the limits set by its dependence on North Vietnam.

Nevertheless, propinquity, ideological affinity, and a number of

Chinese assets in Laos (including a military presence and an expanding

Chinese-built road network) do create the potential for a future ex-

tension of Chinese influence in Laos. Any attempt to exploit this

potential, however, would inevitably lead China into conflict with North

Vietnam, tl.ss placing Pathet Lao leaders in a very precarious position

between their two chief sponsors. And it is difficult to see, especially

while the fighting continues in Indochina, what Peking could hope to

gain by jeop; dizing its present working arrangeme t with Hanoi.

"" -i
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THE SOVIET UNION, CHINA, ARD THE PATHET LAO:

ANALYSIS AND CHRONOLOGY

Paul F. Langer

The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California

I. SOVIET AND CHINESE INTERESTS AND OBJECTIVES IN LAOS

Soviet leaders do not regard the meaialand of Southeast Asia as

vital to Soviet security. Yet they appear to be williug to invest

in the area because they see in it opportunities for making inroads

at Chinese and Anwerican exper.se without incurring direct military

obligations. At this point, the Soviet Union would seem to 1-.ve a

number of partic,,lat interests in the region: (1) to undermine

Chinese influence ii Asia, including areas contiguous to the Chinese

People's Republic (CIR); (2) to reduce the dependence of governments

in the region both on the United States and on Chine; (3) to promote

trust in the Soviet U.ion and create conditions Aor Soviet penetra-

tion that would ensure the evolution of regionalism without U.S. or

Chinese domination a',1 permit the acquisition of advantageous military

positions; and (4) t.) discourage Asian revolutionary mcvements from

resorting to Mao'.st s•rategy, which Moscow regards as detrimental to

the interesLs of these movements, as weakening its jwn claim to

ideological leadership and, more important, as enlarging the danger

of a Soviet military c ,afrontation with the United States in a region

of only marginal relevance to Soviet security.

Any views expressed ii this paper are those of the author.

They should not be Interpreted 3s refle:ting the views n." The Rand
Corporation or the official oiinion or policy of any of its govern-
mental or privp-° research sponsors. Papers are reprojuced by The
Rand Corporation a- a ccurtesy to members of its staff.
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In Peking, the threat from the Soviet Union, the potential danger

from Taiwc-,, auxi the growing ponsibility of a militarily strong Japan

probabl, - . considered the three majcr threats to Chinese security

trey. Thtse consideratiz.ns, however, do not diminish China's atten-

tion to developirents in Southeast Asia, because Peking remains sen-

sitive to ,. 7 hosalle military activity in neighboring ,:ountries,

and because the military engagement of the United States in tht.;e
arvia const~tutes a clear challenge to China's revolicionary interests

,,to ,olitical cozitzm-.ts. These are: (1) to reduce American and

lov: t" 4-luence and positions -f atrength so as to enhance the

d;.c -t ý' .- ty of t.-e region to Chinese influence and remove any po-

tc ý " threat to China's security; (2) to prom.ote governments in

Sutheast Asian countries that will, at a minimum, be "friendly" to

Peking In the sense that they will not embark on any policy aimed

at putting pressure on China, particularly In the form of military

all ances or the furnishing of military facilities; an& (3) to use

Chitia's influence over Asiarn Coununist vartins and revolutionary

morements :o as to enhance not only Peking'a Ideolo•ical position

in Asia but also its clain to leadershiD in the envisaged revolu-

tionary transforsation of the world.

The convergences aur divergences of Soviet and Chinese inter-

ests aid objectives help shape the two powers' strategies in indo-

china, as will be evident from the following ex.-amination of their

involvauent and po.Yicy in Laos.

The Soviet Union's involvenant in Southeast Asia, and more

specifically in Indochina, is of recent origin. Before World War IT-,

it was limited to Intezrittent cont-.ts with the revolutionary in-

dependence movenente in the region, primrily through the Vietnamese

ComLmnist leader Ho Chi Minh, who worked closely with the Co=munist

International and was considered in Moscow the outstanding expert

on Asian revolutions. Even after the defeat of Japan, Soviet 'n-

terest in Vietn= at first remained slight, and there is no record
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of any Soviet concern with Laos before the 1950s.1

Only in the early 1950s, when the Viet Minh were seek~ng t.

oust their French cclor'al masters from all of Indochina, did the

Soviets begin to display some interest in the fate of Laos. The

widening of the civil war in Laos and the emergence of an organized

revolutionary movement there -- the Pathet Lao ("Land of tha Lao,"

or PL) -- which led to the inrreasing involvemient of the North

Vietnamese Army (NVA) on one side and of the United States on the

other, gradually shifted the focus of Soviet attention from Vietnam

to Laos. After the military coup led by the Neutralist Captain

Kong Le in August 1960, the Soviet Union moved from its indirect

involvement in the Laos conflict in the form of support for the

Vietnamese Communist regime to direct military intervention in the

country's internal struggle, which Legan to assume the proportions

of an international ccnflict, threatening to pit the Soviet Union

and its Lao Neutralist and Communist allies against the Lao rightists

and the United States. This dangerous development was halted by

the decision of President Kennedy and Chairman Khrushchev in Uienna,

in June 1961, to avoid a military confrontation and work toward the
neutralization of Laos, a decision based on recognition of the fact

that neither power's vital interests were iavolved in that area.

Subsequently, the Geneva Conference of 1961-1962. ond the creation

of a provisional tripartite coaliticn government comm.tted to a

neutralist policy, ended the American and Soviet military presence

in Laos and, at least temporarily, placed the East-West conflict

'Th- volumc of Soviet scholarly studies of conditions in a
particul r country is one indicator of Soviet interest, as Soviet
academic research is baszad on official plans and is supervised by
the Soviet authorities. It is significant, thercfore, that a
bibliographic survey of Soviet nonperiodical writings on Southeast
Asia for the perind after 1949 shows not a single item on Laos
prior to 1959. See Peter Berton and Alvin Z. Rubinrtein, Sou;iet
Worka on Southeast Asia, School of Politics and -,ternational Rela-
tions, University of Southern California, Far Eaatern and Russian
Research Series Nc. 3, University of Southern Californ~a Press,
Los Angeles, California, 1967.
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Son a political plane. Although the Rightist-Neutralst-Communist

coalition government -- the Neo Lao Hak Sat (Lao Patriotic 'ront,

or NLHS) -- broke un in 1963, within a year of its creation, and

the civil war resumed in earnest shortly thereafter and continues

to this day, the Soviet Union has refrained from siding openly and

officially with the Lao Communists, and its involvement in their

struggle has remained indirect and intermittent.

At first glance, Soviet policy in Laos since 1963 appears

ci.'iously ambivalent and indecisive. The Soviets ...Lntain correct

and at times even cordial relations with Prince Souvanra Phouma and

Shis Royal Lao Government (RLG) despite the Communists' departure

from it; they provide (if only token) economic assistance to the

RLG; and they treat Prime Minister Souvanna as the legitimate head

of government, even though the Lao Communists have long challenged
2

Souvanna's status. On the other hand, the Soviet Union lends

limited diplomatic and full propaganda support to the policy po-

sitions and claims of the Pathet Lao in their conflict with the

gove-rnment, and . portion of Soviet military aid to North Vietnam

reaches the Lao revolutionary forces by way of Hanoi. Laos thus

presents an example of the traditional Soviet two-pt'nged strategy

with its seemingly contradictory revolutionary and diplomatic

aspects.

Since the sharpening of the Sino-Soviet conflict in the 1960s,

Soviet policy toward Laos and the revolutionary movement there has

been guided by three principal objectivesi to check the expansion

of Peking's influence and prevent strategically important Lavs

from becoming a sphere of Chinese influence; to reduce U,9.

L 
2The Communist position can be briefly stated as follows:

The Kouprasith-Sananikone coup of April 19, 1964, destroyed the
SZUrich and Plain o' Jars agreements on which the tripartite govprn-

ment had rested. Thus, the present government under Souvanna
Phouma is no longer the legal and agreed-upon tripartite. govern-
ment, and all its acts are therefore illegal. On the other hand,
the Lao Communists continue to adhere to the concept of a tripartite
regime and do not contest Souvanna's claim to being its head.
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influence in the area while avoiding the danger of a direct con-

frontation with the United States; and to strengthen the Soviet

Union's influence within the Lao revolutionary movement and thereby

its claims to revolutionary leadership even in Ctina's backyard.

But Soviet investment in the pursuit of these objectives has been

limited by the recognition that Laos is not vital to the security

of the Soviet Union and that its intrinsic importance is not suLh

as to justify Moscow's incurring risky or costly military obliga-

tions. In these circumstances, it is difficult for Soviet policy

to pursue the above objectives simultaneously and equally vigorously.

In recent years, its main emphasis seems to have shifted from an

attempt to weaken the U.S. position in Laos, as during the 196D-1961

crisis, to preoccupation with the China problem. The desire to

curb Peking's influence is now probably the most important con-

sideration shaping Soviet behavior in Laos.

The formulation of a consistent Soviet policy toward Laos and

toward the Lao Communists is also complicated by the Vietnamese

factor. Clearly, the Soviet Union must continue to support the

Vietnamese Communists' efforts to gain control in South Vietnam

and consequently also their use of the indispensable Ho Chi Minh

trails, which run through Lao territory. Moreover, Moscow is in

no position to deny the North 7ietnamese their role as senior

partners in their alliance with the Pathet Lao and as decision-

makers for Communist policy in Laos; to do so would be to incur

political lossee in Hanoi and to provide anti-Soviet ammunition to

Peking. Thus, Soviet options in Laos are nonstrained by the need

to defer to North Vietnam in matters of Laos policy, especially

when Hanoi and Peking show strong support for the Lao revo]u-

tionaries.

On the other hand, the continued armed struggle in Vietnam

and the geographic widening of the Indochina war raise the specter

of a larger military conflict in Laos requiring a commitment of

additional Sovist resources without the prospect of commensurately

--- )

-- >4
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benefiting Soviet interests. In fact, an Inteasification of fight-

ing in Laos - and for that matter even a continuation of the

present limited armed struggle tLere -- could only raise the ccst

and heighten the risk to the Soviet Union; and, if successful, it

woule in the long run improve Peking's opportunitius for e%.panding

its inflt-ence in the region. Not surprisingly, the Soviet Union

has aimed at minimizing the spillover of the Vietnam fighting into

Laos and Cambcdia. It has favored the reestablishment in Laos of

a neutralict coalition aegime (friendly to the Soviet Union), as

envisaged by the Geneva Conference, in preference to China's ad-

vocicy of unrelenting "antiimperialist" and anti-American struggle.

Because its ends would be well served if Laos became a buffer

state outside the Chinese and American spheres, the Soviet Union

has encouraged the Lao Comunists to seek the path of political

negotiation rather than that of the Peking-preferred armed struggle.

In its efforts to serve as intermediary for a political solution,

Moscow has maneuvered in such a way as to avoid having to make a

clear-cut choice between the twc contending parties. The resulting

ambivalence has, of course, provided Peking with an opportunity

to accuse the Soviets of being traitors to the cause of the
"antitmperialist struggle." The same unwillingness to provide

fcrthrig!.t aupport to the Co=nunist cause 1n Laos has cast & La:.k

shadow of suspicion cn Moscow's relationship with the PathEt Lao.

The Soviet dilema in Laos thus has tended to increase Peking's

influence among the Lao Communistq, an advantage not easily offset

by Soviet warnings to the Fathet Lao that the Chinese are ad-

vocating a dangerous, adventurist policy. It is too early to

say whether and to what extent Peking's infiuence may have been

weakened by zecent indications of its willingness to improve

China's relations with the United States.

In contrast to the recenry ot Soviet involvement in the affairs

of Laos, Chinese relations with that countz, reach far back in

I.q
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history. 3Among ot~ier factors, cheir geographic proximity and the

presence of related ethnic minority groups oai both sides of the Sinn-

Lao bordet such as the Sinitic Meo, known in China as Miao) would

make it difficult for China to ignore its southern neighbor.

At the end of World War II, in connection with Japan's surrender,

China's special interests in the area were implicItly recognized when

f - Nationalist Chinese forces, with Allied authorization, temporarily

occupied the northern portion of Indochina (to the 16th Parallel),

including parts of Laos and its royal capital, Luang Prabang. Later,

after the defeat of the Nationalists at the hands of Mao's forces,

Chinese Cozm~unist armics appeared also on the borders of Tonkin.

Thereafter, Communist Chi-.a proviaecl the Viet. Minh with the means

for ccnductirng a successful miilitary struggle against the French,

a struggle which took place on Lao as well as on Vietnamese soil.
4

Indirectly, therefore, Chirnes2 aid went int the Vietnamese effort

to create a re-clutionary organization and revolutionary military

force's in Laos.

Frow the inception of the Peking regime, considerations of na-

tional security appear to have loomed large in its Laos policy, para-

mount -among them the removal of the influence of hostile powers

primarily the United States but, -'ftar tlh. riU.l 1963a, Lncieasi-,-ggy

3 in Chinese Coramunist statemer~ts on Laos, this point is often
stressed. Thus, an ý.nglish-language broadcast frcm Pekin~g on October 3,
1962, reporting on the first Natiora. Day reception hela by the newly
established CPR Embassy In Vixentiane, quoted Ambassador liu Ch'un as
saying that "Since most ancient time, the Chinese and Laotic~n peoples
have gotten along with each other harmoniously like kinsmen."

In the past, China has shown -. tle interest in imposing its
rule on Lao~s, but for many centuries it regarded Laos --- like much
AL the rest ot Si~utheast Asia -- as being in the Chinese sphere of
in"Huence. One reflection of this state of affairs was the relation-
ship between China and the Lao royal court of Luang Prabarng. Ur~til
the French intcorporated Laos into their indochirnese colonial empire,
I .te in the nineteenth century, the 1lings of Luang Prabang sent
tribute to. the court of Peking.

/A
Foz a discussion of Chinese aid to the Viet Minh see, for example,

dean Chauvel, "La confA-rence de Gen~ve sur l'Indochine et la con-
joncture actuelle," F:~T~ t~.~,Volt. 35, No. 4, Par-is, 1970.
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also the Soviet Union. Ever since Ajaerican began to replace French

power in Indochina, Peking's policy statements have consistently

stressed the fact that, Laos being a close neighbor of China, develop-

men-s there impinge on China's security. Such statements would be

particularly forceful at times when Laos was in turmoil or when Peking

interpreted U.S. actions as intended to tiansform Laos into a hostile

base against China. This was the case in the Laos crisis of 1961-1962,

and it has been true again in recent years, when the U.S. military
5

activity in Vietnam has increasingly spilled over into Laos.

Understandably, the Chinese have been particularly sensitive to

any military developments near their southern border with Laos, as in

the region from the Plain of Jars norL- toward Phong Saly and Yiinnan.

This same area is, of course, also of special significance to the North

Vietnatese, whose interest in preserving Lac Cowmunist control in that

region coincides with that of the Chinese. 6

An article entitled "1U.S. Imperialism Get Cut of Laos!" (Shih-
c.'ch Chih-ahi. EWorld Kuowledge], Nos. 4-5, March 5, 1961, pp. 11-13),
for example, spoke of "the war in Laos which threatens the security
of our southwest borders." The previous month, an editorial in the
authoritative Jan-irmn JTi-pac- (and renrinted in Pekin, Review) said:
"Laos is a close neig s-or c7 "1ýj-a. ThV - 1 e 5.en
and Laos extends for more than 500 ki.ometres. The present develop-
ment of the Laotian situation cannot but arouse the serious concern
of the Chinese people." (Pekin-. Rev-iew, Vol. 4, No. 7, Februazy 19,
1961, p. 20.) After the dispatch of "meztcan forces Into Thfailand
in May 1962, Peking's voice, the Jen-r,.4*n Jih-pr-, issued a clear
warning in thebe terms: "The Chinese people firmly oppose U.S. Ix-
perialist armed intervention in Laos and absclut'ely cannot tolerate
the establishment by U.S. imperialism in areas close to China of any
new military bridgeheads directed against this country." (17nglish
language text in Piking Review, Vol. 5, No. 21, May 25, 1962, p. 11.)
Similarly, Chinese stat-ments at the tire of the U.S.-backed South
Vietnamese campaign in Laos, in early 1971, termed that action a
grave provocation and of relevance to the security of China (even
though, in contrast to 1961, the fightirt tcok place in southern Laos,
far from the Chinese border).

6 1n thib connection, it is revealing that, when a zorrespondent
for the French Co~unist daily L'.•-u.: visited the ,NLTz zone in
the spring of 1970, the Pathet Lao escort officer referred to the
Plain of Jars as "a strotegir base for cutting North Vietnam in two
and for menacing the People's Republic of China." MadeleinLP Riffaud,
"Indochine 1970-- je reviems du front Lao," '.'iiwan{t; May 27, 1970.

as
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The available evidencc suggests that Chinese policy in Laos has

been dictated by the desire to remove U.S. influence from the area

rather than by any terrirnorial designs. The Chi-nese want to create

in Laos a regime that at the very least will be independent of the

United States and other hostile powers (i.e., the Soviet Union) and

friendly toward China. 7In the .iays of the first Geneva Conference,

therefore, Peking went along with a negotiated compromise settlement

because it held out promise of achleviag the Chinese objective of ex-

cluding American power from China' s southern borders.8 This is clear

from Chou En-lai's statement at thie 1.954 Conference that he thought

he could persuadal the Viet Mlinh to withdraw from La~os and Cambo'.Uia
9

pravided there were no American bases ir thesv' countries. When neithet

the 1954 noz tha 1962 Geneva Conference brought about the removal of

U.S. influence from Laos, and when M1scist policy veered -Away from co-

existence and toward support for armed struggle. this strategy came to

be advocated by the Chinese also in Laos. No doubt, China's growing

ideological competition with the Soviet Union over the allegiance of

Asian revolutionary movements played a role in this advocacy of a

~people's war" in Laos. But as in. 193/., ~~~'

may change, the principal Chinese object_'ive in Laos remains thz removal.

of U.S. influence. So long as thj.i_ ;oal has not been attained. it

provides a solid base for Chinese cooperation with the Vietnamese

Comm.unists.

This reading of Peking's policies also fi-tds support in the Chinese

attitude on the North Vi.etnamese role in Laos. One may wonder whether,

This view _zs appazently shared by one of the State Department's
foremost experts on Southeast Asia (currently the U.S. Ambassador to
Thailand), Leonard ýJnger. Sc his testimnony, U.S. Senate, Co'~itee
on Foreign Relations, iiear-r.qs, t -:.z~tes ;ecurity~ lacee-k~ntz- 2ar
27ý7-.trnt-,e; libroad, KincadS C*- NhLd ovember 10I-17, 196~9, p. 698.

Onthis point see, for example, the testimony of kAtthony Eden,
one of t~he principal architects of the Ge~neva Ceniere'-.ce. in -hc

Mcrr-hor.z cf A': or-, FAen: Section ), "War in Indochina,"
and Section~ 6, "The Geneva Conference," Riverside Press, Cambridge,
Y.assachxusett..., 1960, pp. 86-163.

9
Eden, M~rp. 11-51.
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in view of China's proximity to Laos and the historic antecedents of

r a Lao tributary relationship to Peking, Communist China may not view

itsclf as successor to the Chinese empire and as such may consider its

interests threatened by the paramount Influence of Hanoi in the Com-
ic

munist zone of Laos and in the Pathet Lao movement. But the avail-

able evidence in the two decades since the adveut of the Communist

regime in Peking does not support this thesis. So far at least, there

in no indication that Communist China views North Vietnam as a rival

in Laos or that it is seeking to move Laos into its orbit. 1 Peking,

it seems, considers Laos to be in the North Vietnamese sphere of in-

fluence and is willing to act accordingly so long as North Vietnam's

hoatility to the United States and independence of the Soviet Union

promiue to advance Peking's primary objectives in Laos. On the other

hand, as we shall see, Peking has built up a number of assets in Laos

over the years, which it could mobilize if ever seious differences

with North Vietnam in Laos should make it desirable to bring pressure

to beer against Hanoi.

Soviet and Chinese interests in Laos coincide as regards th(

elimination of the U.S. presence and influence in the area. They

diverge, however, with respect to the desirable strategy toward this

end and the relative priority of the objective. In Laos as in Vietnam,

therefore, Peking and Moscow operate in a situation of both convergent

and divergent interests. Thus, they are providing some military, eco-

nomic, and political support to the Lao revolutionaries, at the same

time that each is competing with the other for the allegiance of these

revolutionaries and for adoption of its preferred strategy.

10For a detailed description and analysis of the North "Vietnamese
role in Laos, see P. F. Langer and J. J. Zasloff, Revoiution .:n LZco:
The North Vietnozneee and rhe Paithet Lao, The Rand Corporation,
RM-5935-ARPA, September 1969.

"lThis is also the view of a highly experienced U.S. diplomat
with long service in Laos, former U.S. Ambassador William H. Sullivan.
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II. CHINESE AND SOVIET ASSISTANCE TO THE PATHET LAO

The primitive sftate of the economy ,f the Communist zone of Laos

and the scarcity of its resources preclude any hope of rapid modern-

ization without substantial outside aid. Foreign assistance is even

more indispensable in the present circumstances, when the Lao Commu-

nists must hold their own against the military pressures of a Royal

Lao Government backed by the resources of the United States. The

Pathet Lao/NVA forces operating in Laos are entirely dependent ou im-

ports for their weapons and ammunition, and in the case of the NVA

units also largely for food. These supplies -- as distinct from these

passing through Laos on the Ho Chi Minh trails and destined for South

Vietnam -- enter Laos for the most part on Routes 6 and 7 (see map,

p. ix). Ranging from food and tools to modern weapons, they are of

varying origin -- Vietnamese, Chinese, and Soviet, as well as East
12

European. A much smaller portion of supplies -- important for the

military situation i,, the northern serter of thb. -.- z,- e --

reaches the Lao revolutionaries from Vietnam by way of South China.

Additional aid is provided directly by the Chinese Communists from

Yinnan Proviace, which is contigucus to the NLHS zone. Since North

Vietnam is incapable of producing the military equipment needed even

for its own forces, it must rely, for the cperations of its troops and

those of its allies in Laos, on external assistance curnished by th-

major Communist powers. Thus, the balance of forces in Laos - and par-

ticularly the military balance - is decisively influenced by the flow

of U.S. assistance on the one hand and by the volume of Soviet and

0.inese aid on the other.
1 3

12A reporter for the Italian Co-rmunist paper L'Unit4 who traveled
in the NLHS zone in the spring of 19'l stated that conditions there
were a testimony to international solidarity: He encountered Soviet

bulldozers, Soviet and Chinese weapons and radio equipment, Chinese
and East German typewriters and teletype machines, Soviet trucks, Chinese
radios and flashlights, Bulgailan, Polish, Soviet, and Chinese can.ed
food, and North Korean and West German medi'•ines. (L'Unit" ., May 7,

1971, as reported ..n FBIS, May 13, 1971.)
13-.

Ine crucial role of Sino-Soviet aid is also acknowledged by the
Pathet Lao leadership. See, for example, Prince Souphanouvong's inter-
view broadcast .y KPL from Sax- Neua on October 14, 1970.
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The significant role that foreign assistance plays in the Pathet

Lao effort is frequently acknowledged by the leaders of that movement.

For example, Phoumi Vongvichit, SEcretary General of the NLHS, said in

a speech at the Cairo Conference of Solidarity with Laos (May 19-21,

1970): "The --ictory of our people ce:not be disassociated from the

military solidarity and the mutual supioit of the peoples of Vietnam

and Cambodia, nor from the effective aic extended by the governments,,14
and peoples of socialist countries.. ." Similar was this tribute

by NLHS Chairman Souphanouvong, in an interview with a Polish Communist

correspondent in October 1970: "They [the Lao people] consider that

the great victor:ies they have won over the past years have been made

possible thanks to the moral and material support of the Socialist

countries, of the national liberation movement, and of the peoples who

cherish peace a:nd freedom in the world." is A resolution adopted on the

occasion of the 25th anniversary of the independence of Laos, on

October 12, 1970, and broadcast on October 16 by the Pathet Lao Press

(K%'L) News Agency also singled out the socialist countries: assistance

as a key factor in the successes sccred by the Lao libcration movement,

using the standard formula and rank order, "support and assistance of

the socialist countries, especially the Soviet Union and the People's

Republic of China."

SOVIET ASSISTANCE

Even prior to 1960, the Soviet Union, like China, provided some

assistance to the Vietnamese Communists, who in turn channeled an un-

known, but minor, portion of such aid to their Lao allies. With the
Kong Le coup, in August 1960, the Soviets for the first time also became

directly involved in the military struggle between anti-Communist and

Co-munist-Ncutralist forces in Laos. Although separated from Laos by

vast distances, they organized a massive airlift, their first since

World War II. This operation, initiated in the fall of 1960 out of

1 4 "Solidarity with Fighting Laos," World Marx'st Rev.ew, Vol. 13,
No. 8, August 1970, pp. 39-40.

15KPL from Sam Neua, October 14, 1970.
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hanoi, provided the Souvanna Phouma regime and Lhe cooperating Parhet

Lao Fighting Units with large quantities of weipons, gasoline, and am-

munition and other supplies essential for their campaign against the

U.S.-supported rival government. 1 6

While Soviet sources avoid going into the details of the 1960-1961

support operations (as they do also I., all matters of Soviet aid to the

Communist forces involved in the current Indcchina conflict), the large

dimension of the airlift to Laos and the importance that was assigned

to it is freely acknowledged by Soviet authors and government officials.

Soviet Deputy Foreign 4inister C. M. Pushkin's remark to Ambassador

Averell Harriman that "apart from the second World War, this was the

highest priority Soviet supply operation since the w.evolution" has often

been quoted. 1 ' Typical of the descriptions of the Soviet role in the

confrontation in Laos is this statement by N. 1. Ivanov in his book about

the political and military war in Laos:

In this crit!. .azxment fox zhe Souv~ana Phouma S3vernment and
!or all of Laos, the Soviet Union decisively Lame to the defense
of the Neutralist government and its prime minister, Souvanna
Phouna. . . . [enabling it] to carry out a policy of peace and
neutrality, and coasolidation of the patriotic forces for the
struggle against the internal and external reaction. 1 8

Arthur Dommen, basing his account of events in Laos during the Kong Le

coup on U.S. Deparument of State releases and intelligence information,

relates that in December 1960, when Soviet Ilyushin transports were no

longer able to land their supplies for Kong Le at the Vientiane a~rfield,

weapons, ammunition, and food were parachuted into a hastily created

landing zone 40 miles north of the, capital. Later on, parachute drops

were made to the retreating Neutralists at their small base in Vang Vieng

160n December 5, 1960, Hsinhua reported from Hanoi that a regular
airlift of Soviet fuel to Laos had been started and that "it was being
conducted according to an agreement between the Seviet ane Lao Govern-
mt=nts and with the approval of the DRV Government." ?en-,m2n , 7h-ro,

December 6, 1960.
1 7 As. for instance, in Arthur 3. Schlesinger, Jr., I Tho:sard 's,

Fawcett Publications, inc., Gv-_.nwich, Connecticut, 1967, p. 309.
18. re s.18- • t Institute of International Relations, Moscow, 1963,

p. 43.
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(between Vientiane and Luang Prabang,, while ligt.: liaison planes

ferried officers and advisers back and forth between headquarters at

Vang Vieng, the Pathet Lao stronghold of Sam Neua town, and the North

Vietnamese capital of Hanoi. American intelligence estimated that,

during the approximately two weeks between December 15 and January 2

alone, Soviet aircrait flew 184 missions into Laos.19

The conflict in Laos was rapidly approaching the dimensions of a

U.S.-Soviet showdown, as C-46 U.S. transports competed with Soviec

Ilyushins in supplying thei~r respective allies. Soviet involvement

deepened as a result of calks between Khrushchev and Souvanna Phouma,

the latter accompanied by Souphanouvong. In a joint communiqui issued
on April 23, 1961, the Soviet Unien expressed readiness to provide a

wide ra-ige of economic and technical aid to the Souvanna Phouma regiue,

then allied with the Pathet Lao, including support for agriculture,

the exploitation if natural resources, and development in the fields
of ttansportation, health care, education, and cultural relations. The

Soviet supply operations in Laos were accompanied by a military presence

of at least 500 Soviet personnel, including an advisory mission stationed

on the Plain of Jars. It must be noted, however (because of the signif-

icance this was subsequently to have for Soviet relations with the Pathet

Lao and the RLG), that the direct Soviet aid program to Laos at first

benefited Souvanna's Neutralists rather than their Pathet Lao allies,

who were supplied - with Russian and Chinese arms -- by Hanoi.

The understanding reached between Khrushchev and President Kennedy

to neutralize Laos and reduce the involvement of the two powers checked

the momentum that might have led to an East-West confrontation. Thls

accommodation, reflected in the Geneva Accords of 1962, established a

new situation and new conditions for Soviet aid to Laos. Tn 3962, U.S.

forces were entirely withdrawn, as was the Soviet military presence in
20

Laos (while the North Vietnamese merely reduced their Laos contingentsI.'

The Soviet Union made arrangements to provide economic and military aid

19 See Departrent of State R4Z1etn, Vol. 44, No. 1126, January 23,

1961, 'p. 117-118.
20See Langer and Zasloff, Re'olut-ion 'n Zos, pp. 106-107.
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to Souvanna's tripartite government in Vientiane, but within a year the

coalition of anti-Co~nunists, Neutralists, and Communists broke up.

Souphanouvong and his associates returned to their strongholds in northerr

Laos, NVA troops reentered the country in force, and the civil war re-

sutmed. As indicated earlier, the USSR did not withdraw its recognition

from the rump government in Vientiane of non-Communists under Neutralist

Souvanna. But it rejected Souvanna's request for military assistance
21to his Neutralists (thereby forcing them to turn to the United States).

Since '963, Soviet aid to the non-Communist regime has virtually ceased,

with the exception of a few scholarships and of some minor technical

assistance (primarily for the deveio;lment of meteorological and health
22

services).

So;iet aid to Communist Laos forms part of the Soviet aid program

for tne DRV. It is unloaded in Haiphong, from where it is first shipped
iE Hanoi and the- sent by rc' inorzhe:.. !a.s. . -f :iis aid

reaches the southern front by the access roads frcz the DRV into the

Lao panhandle.) 2 3 Although the appearance of correct relations between

the Soviet Union and the RLG is being carefully preserved by Soviet

diplomats at their embassy in Vientiane and through official Soviet

statements, a po--ion of Soviet aid to North Vietnam is earmarked for
use by the Communist forces in Laos. From the point of view of the

Royal Lao Government, this indirect Soviet contribution to the Lao

Communists' military effort constitutes a violation of the Geneva

Accord-,, for which the USSR as one of the conference co-chairmen (the
other being the United Kingdom) is supposed to be a guarantor. As far

as is known, how "er, the RLG has never officially protested against

this Soviet aid to the Souvanna regime's enemies, no doubt because it

deems it essential to retain the Soviet government's off.cilal recognition

2 1 See U.S. Senate Co=ittee on. Foreign Relations, Heammss, United
States Seccurityi Agreorents and CcriieAbroad, Yingdom, 9.f Laos,
October 20-28, 1969 (hereafter referred to as Laos Hearings), p. -444.

"See former Ambassador Sullivan's testimony in Laeos Pers,
pp. 444 and 450.

S3 ee, for example, Souvanna Phouma's interview vith the French
writr eorges Chaffard in iTdoi.r•{rie, d--ff ,s _d'X n er•,=nae, Paris,
1W, .247-148.
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and to this end tries to avoid embarrassing the Soviets and compelling

them to choose sides.

At any rate, Moscow's view of the legal status of its aid to the

Communist faction in Sam Neua does not coincide with that of the Lao

government. At least in their unofficial statements, the Soviets contend

that the tripartite government continues in office in Laos even if one

of its factions, the N`LHS, has been compelled temporarily to leave Lhe

capital, and their aid to lie NLHS can thus be rationalized as going

to a legitimate constituent element of the tripartite government. Even

so, in their public handling of the aid issue, as in other aspects of

their Laos policy, the Soviets face something of a dile-ma. On the one

hand, they continme to see advantages in maintainiu; t'., facade of the

Geneva Accords. On the other hand, just as they support the North

Vietnamese position in Indochina and are competing with Peking within

the revolucionary movements, it is important tu the Soviets not to lose

the confidence of the Lao Communists. Thus, A.ile the USSR is main-

taining corrcct and aL timen even cordial relations with Souvanna and

the King of Laos, Soviet visitors to the Communist zone dwell on thel:

country's political and material support for the Pathet Lao, and official

spokesmen like to remind the Communist worli of Moscow's assistance to

the Lso "national liberation struggle." In the fall of 1970, for example,

the Chairman of the Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity Cormittee stated:

As co-chairman of the Geneva conferences on Laos, the Soviet
Union has been tirelessly exposi.i? the criminn4 actions of
the American military in Laos and rendering compreher.sive
diplomatic, moral, political and materi7a s';pport to the
Laotian patriots.,V

Today, in contrast to the 1960-1962 period, Soviet military assis-

tance to the Pathet Lao is strictly limited to the furnishing of essen-
"tial military supplies. No Soviet military or aavisory presence has

S~~24. .oscow V-ews, No. 42, 1970. Emphasis supplied. The ambiguous

role pla)ed by the Soviet Union is underlined by thL fact that former
Ambassador Sullivan could publicly declare that his Soviet counterpart
in Vi.!ntiane had never officially protested against U.S. military a~sss-
tan..r to the FAR (Fo.rces Ar-Zes v::ae,). See P-::z .. '.'r, p. 451.
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ever been reported among the Lao Communists. Soviet personnel frequently

enter the Communist zone only on temporary assignments, as visiting news-

men or cultural-political envoys, but never as individuals with official

government status, since this could embarrass Soviet relations with the

RLG. The same applies to the East European countries, which in the last

two or three years have increased their interest i3n the Pathet Lao

(probably at Soviet urging, so as to reduce the cost to the Soviet Union
25and to help balance the Chinese influence). in view of the fact that

the Soviets -- in contrast to the Chinese -- do not maintain any kind

of permanent representation in the Communist zone of Laos, these visits

are prejumably useful also as a means of keeping in touch with events

there and obtaining up-to-date intelligence on developments in the Lao

Cormunist movement through independent sources of information.

The Lao People s Lýbera-ion Army kLPL") continues to use whatever

remains of Soviet weapons provided at the time of the airlift, some ten

years ago. This accounts for the presence in the Plain of Jars area

of some older Soviet PD-76 light amphibious tanks (several of which

were destroyed by U.S. aircraft or captured by the Royal Lao Armed
Forces in the fighting on tne £laiLS in 1969). In addition, newer mill-

tary imports from the USSR ana Eastern Europe are reinforcing the LPLA's

armament. Reports on captured weapons and other information regarding

this assistance program are too scant to reveal the full scope of this

flow of military equipment to the Pathet Lao, but presumably all advanced
26

weapons now appearing on the Laos front are of Soviet manufacture.

A survey of Pathet Lao, Scviet, and East European press reports
ccncerning Stviet bloc visitors to the Communist zone shows that hardly
a month goes by without such a visit. These travelers enter invariably
from Hanoi and move around the Communist areas with a Pathet Lao escort.
While in Laos, they highlight the Soviet aid effort and conduct other-
wise pro-Soviet propaganda. Upon their return, they report t(. the Soviet
public about the Lao "liberation struggle." Some Soviet visitors are
experienced old Laos hands, Outstanding among them is Ivan Shchedrov,
who has long been specializing in and commenting on Indot.hina as a
Pavda special correspondent and representative for othc." Soviet news
media. He reported from Laos as early as 1963 and has returned there
virtually every year since. He is also the author of a recent (1970)
book on contemporary Lacs.

2 6Soviet military aid is acknowledged by the Lao Communists from
time to time. For example, on the occasion of the Soviet armed forces'



Recently, military and economic aid from Eastern Europe has begun

to play a growing role in Laos. From Moscow's point of view, this has

the advantage of not directly invo]ving the Soviet Union and thus not

embarrassing its relations with the RIG. In line with the enhanced

East European aid role, the Lao Communists reported that in late

November 1970 a mission from the German Democratic Republic (GDR) had

visited the Communisc zone for discussions with ligh-ranking Pathet
- 27

Lao, and that the Pathet Lao hosts had expressed their appreciatioa

for the "material support" received from the GDRo The East German dele-

gation was head-d by Horst Brasch, a member 3f the Central Committee o;

the Socialist Unity Party, and included a major general. That military

assirtace to the LPLA was discussed with the German Communist delegation

is clear, not cnly from the conposirion of the mission, but from the

fact that its members had talks with LPLA Chief of Staff Sisavath and

with Kaysone. The latter is the Secretary General of the semisecret
People's Party of Laos (PPL) --- and thus the mutt powerful Lao Communist
-- aud is also in charge of all defense matters.

53rd anniversary, in 1971, Pathet Lap Radio said: "We are deeply moved
by the generous assistance which the ,oviet party and state, army and
people have given us to increase our strength and defeat the enemy."
(English-language broadcast of February 24, 1971.)

2 7 KPL from Sam Neua, December , 1970.
I 8 Orditary visitors (e.g., newsmen) do not get to see Kaysone, who

reains in the background. They are received by NLHS Chairman Souphanouvong.
The PP--' is a Marxist-Leninist organization whose existence is not normally
ackaowledged either in Loos itself cr abroad, except for a few references
"(which apparently are due to oversight). Thus, the Soviet reference work
PoZiticheskie partii zarubezhnykh stran: spravochnik [Political Parties
of Foreign Countries -- A Reference Work], Politizdat, Moscow, 1967,
lists the NLHS front orgsnization but not the PPL which actually directs
it. The -eference work for propagandists put out by Izd. Polit. Lit.
in Mos-ow under the editorship of V. V. Kortunov and A. F. Kudriashov,
in its I'68 editiou, lists the Co=unist and Workers Parties of the World
but does rot include the PPL. However, as demonstrated in Langer and
Zesloff, Revotution in Laos, there is ample evidence for the existence
of this semisecret Communist party. The latest reference to it can be
found in horst Brasch's interview (?Neues Dc: 'ktZrr2d, December 11, 1970)
given after his return from Laos, when be spoke of that party as "sub-
szribing tc•o .. , principles of Marxism-Lei.I.nfsm." It is significant that
Kaysone was selected to represent th.% Lao xevolutionary forces at the
24th Congress of the CrSU, although, in line with the clandestine nature
of the PPL, Kaysone was officially billed as a mere vice-chairmal of the
N-L•S, the PPL's front organi=ation.

I•.
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CHINESE ASSISTANCE

While Soviet and East European assistance continue to pi-qy a role

in the Lao Communist military establishment, the bulk of the regulac

military equipment used by the LPLA (such as the AK-47 rifle) appears

to be of Chinese origin.

Since its inception, the revolutionary movement in Laos, like that

in Vietnam, has benefited from. Chinese economic and military assistance.

In the early stages of the "liberation struggle," and as soon as the

Communists had gained control in China, the Viet Minh received equipment

and money as well as training from across the border. The Chinese Com-

munists provided military ordnance, political worKerm, trained tech--

nicians, and noncombatant advisers during the fighf`ng against t:,e

French, from 1952 to 1954. Thi• aid had a great deal to do with the

Viet Minhts ability to launch an -.1fensive in Tonkin and Laos in late

1953 ane 1954 -- the years witen the Pathat Lao first succeeded in

creating a base for themselves on Lao territory thanks to the conquests
29

of their Viet Minh allies. From then on, the Pathet Lao fought not

only with their simple, local equipmeni: but with weapons made in the

Soviet Union, China, and Czechcslovakia. Chinese aid was further in-

creased as the Laos crisis flared up once again and fighting approached

the Chinese borders. Although Lao anti-Communists in 1960 and 1961

repeatedly spoke of the presence of Chinese forces in n-orthern Laos,

the writer found no unequivocal evidenc.e for these contentions. It is

qui-:e likely, however, that Chinese Communist forces did cross the: Lao

border from Y~innan in support of the LPLA whenever it appeared in danger

of losing control over the immediate border regions. Like the North

Vietnamese, such Chinese forces would have found it easy to engage in

quick foray,; across the border and, with their objectives achieved, to

wLthdraw.

2 9 See Eden, "Mfemoirs, p. 88, and Robert F. Randle, 7ew3va 1954:
The Settle.ent otf.f he indochinese War, Princeton, New Jersey, 1969,
p. 31.
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During the years of the Laos crisis, ties were formed between

the Lao revolutionaries and the Chinese Conmunists which have remained

effective to this day. Even thoush the fighting between Lao Communists

and the non-Communists intermittently subsided, Chinese aid -- military

and economic -- has continued to play an important role in allowing
30

the LPLA to hold its own.

Whereas the Soviet aid effort to Laos is strictly limited to in-

direct assistance through the DRV, the Chinesc assistance program

chanuels some military and economic resources directly into the Com-

muniat zone and, in addition, provides within China certain services

for the LPLA and NVA forces. Extensive interviews with the North

Vietneaese Secior Captain Mai Dai Hap, who from early 1964 until the

end of 1966 served as a military adviser to the 408th Pathet Lao

battalion and whose accounts are cotroborated by other in,.-ration,

provide a picture of the way in which Communist China, the DRV, and

the NLRS zone collaborate in the procurement and transportation of

sup:)lies for the LPLA and NVA forces fighting in northern Laos.

South China, being outside the zone of U.S. bombing, provides

a safe route for communications between North Vietnam and the rather

inaccessible northwest of Laos. (Captain Hap, like other Vietnamese

and Lao cadres, traveled that route on his wiy to and from the battle

zones.31) Some LPIA casualties are sent across the border for medical

trettment, and postal channels between Hanoi and Nam Tha Province,

where NVA forces are statiOled, take advantage of the South China route,

using a transfer point on the Sino-Lao border near Muong Sing. Nem Thl

Province apparently is supplied entirely from Chins insofar as military-

related items and even some fcod and clothing are concerned.2

30This is confirmed by the testimony of several former Pathe: Lao
whem the author had occasion to interview.

3 1 For 4 detailed account of this and other aspects of Hap's
experience in Laos, see Chap-ter 8 in Paul F. Langer and Joseph J.
Zasloff, North Vietn=an d the Pathet Lag Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970.

3 2 Such supplies include canned meat and fish, fish sauce and pre-
serves, sugar, milk, cigarettes, soap, toothpaste, rainpzjof clothing,

40 -- -.. - -- -- ---- .. .. .
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The supply procedure has been described as follows. Both the

NMA and the LPLA forces establish their requirements (arms, ammunition,

and other itcms) for each unit down to company level, and report them

through their respective hierarchies to the DRV central authorities,

which forward the requests to the Chinese government. Once the lists

have been approved by the Chinese and the supplies are ready, the NVA

and LPLA aurhorities are notified, and their representatives then go

to China (i.e., YUnnan Province) to take official delivery and arrange

for transportation across the border into Laos. Although not enough

evidence is available to give us an idea of the scope of the program,

the Chinese borderlands of Laos apparently also serve for the short-

term military training of LPLA units and for the training of promising

young Lao in a variety of simple technical skills. 3 3

The Chinese aid program to the Lao Communists is greatly helped

by a Chinese-built road network in rorthern Laos, which has been in-

termittently under construction since 1962. The first phase of the

program was marked by the completion, in 1963, of a 50-mile highway

linking the Chinese border regions of Yinnan Province to the capital

of Phong Saly Province in Laos. For a number of years thereafter,

only feeder roads were built in adjacent areas. In 1968, possibly In

connection with the LPLA/NVA offensives in northern Laos, the con-

structior. program went once more intr high gear. As a result, the

poorly developed communications in the areas contiguous to China have

been substantially improved, although precise data regarding the

capacity of the new roads are unavailable. Once completed, the Chinese-

built highway network in northern Laos could link up with the North

Vietnamese road system at Dien Bien Phu. In the other direction, the

new road turns south toward Pak Beng on the Mekong -- thus moving very

kitchenware, shoes and sandals, clothes and blankets, and mosquito
nets for use by the armed forces.

33See, for example, Laos HearIngs, p. 448.4.
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close to an area of Thai ir.surgent activity.

34Th hns odcntuto rga nnrhr asge
3The Chinese road construction program in northern Laos Soes

back to the era of the Geneva Accords. An agreement inviting China
to builo a road linking the YUnnav border with Phong Saly was signed
on January 13, 1962 (see Peking Reevew, Vol. 5, No. 3, January 19,

1962, p. 22). The road was reported completed in April 1963 and was
turned cver to the Lao (i.e., NLHS) authorities on Hay 25, 1963, under
the name "Laotian-Chilese Friendship Highwaj." The Chirese work force
was to have been withdrawn at the same time. Meanwhile, Vice Premier

Fhoumi Nosavaý., while visiting Peking, according to a joint Chinese-Lao
communiqug of December 4, 1962 (broadcast by Peking on the same day),
reportedly requested that the road to Phong Saly be extended to the
important junction of Nam Tha in northwestern Laos. The Chinese party
stated (hat it "would consider this request." Although the situation
involving the Chinese road-building activity in northern Laos there-
after becomes murky, it appears that there was also an agreement,
dating back to 1962, which involved another road out of China, linking
YUnnan Province with the northern Lao community of Muong Sai. For
some five years, the Chinese appear to have limited themselves to
road surveys in northern Laos and to the construction of minor feeder
roaas on both sides of the border. In September 1968 a new phase in
the Chinese road-building program got under way. Still in progress
at present, it has significance for China's capacity to support both
the Lao insurgency (and its North Vietnamese allies in the area) and
the insurgent movement in Thailand. Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State William H. Sullivan stated in his testimony before Congress on
October 20, 1969 (see Laos HeX•rngs, p. 372) that Chinese construction
units had begun in September 1968 to extend a road from Meng La in
South China near the Lao border 50 miles southeast to Muong Sai. This
road was completed in January 1969, when construction began fr=. tbete
toward the northeast to Muong La, where it linked up with a trail trom

North Vietnam. Still another road linking up with the Chinese road

network into Laos at Muong Sai had been completed to The community of
Muong Houn by the onset of the rainy season of 1970. Another push
southward during the 1971 dry season (beginning in October) could
eventually provide Chinese forces with motorable roads all the way to
the Mekong and close to the Thai border. What emerges from this com-
plicated picture of Chinesc road-building in northern Laos is this:
After years of inactivity, Peking has, during the p;st two years, made
an effort to develop fceeder roads into underdevelopel and sparsely

populated northern Laos, providing the Chinese with substantially
enhanced leverage in dealing with the Lao insurgency in that part of
the country.

.4 i ~
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There has been much speculation about the objectives of the

Chinese Communists in suddenly resuming their road-building in north-

ern Laos. A number of explanations appear plausible, and the true

reason is likely to be founc in a combination of them. In the first

place, the new roads allow the rapid introduction of Chinese fcrces

into endangered areas of Laos -- an issue which has become much more

pressing in view of the recent upsurge in the fighting and the growing

U.S. air action in a region long viewed by the Chinese as important :o

their sezurity. The completien of these roads also provides the Com-

mu:ists with greater mobility in counLering the effective guerrilla

activity of the Lao and tribal anti-Communist forres, which have the

advantage of being able to rely on support from the air. Further,

the road system will allow the Chinese to give more efficient support

to the northern Thai insurgency shoold this become desirable, as the

end of the Pak Beng road is only about 20 miles from an area in which

the Thai insurgents are particularly -active. Finally, one cannot rule

out the possibility that Peking hopes to gain leverage over Hanoi by

extending its communications into northern Laos. On the one hand, the

new road system, which links northern Laos to Bien Bien Phu, helps the

Hanoi regime by greatly facilicating NVA transport. On the other hand,

the very existence of these access roads out of China potentially in-

creases Chinese influence Ln northern Laos, an asset which could be

useful to Peking in the event of a rift with Hanoi. Meanwhile, the

Chinese-built roads are useful to Pathet Lao-North Vietnamese military

operations in northern Laos. 3 5

As mentioned earlier, unsubstantiated reports regarding a Chinese

Communist military presence in northern Laos go back as far as 1959,

Lhe early days of the Lao crisis. A probably very small unit of the

Chinese armed forces has been, at least until recently, stationed with

the Chine-- Econontis and Cultural Mission in Xieng Khouang Province. 3 6

3 5 See Souvanna Phouma's interview with a French reporter broad-
cast on the French radio on September 4, 1971 (as monitored by FBIS.

.September 7, 1971).
3 6See -'¢r, p. 412.

-%- ~ .~a~
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The resumption of Chinese road-building has been accompanied, not

merely by an influx of Chinese labor teams, but also by the assigrment

to that part of Laos of a Chinese protective military force. The

strength of these Chinese units has been variously estimated as be-
37

tween 3,000 and more than 10,000 men. These Chinese construction

and engineering teams are said to be protected by Chinese-manned
38

antiaircraft guns.

Interviews with Pathet Lao defectors and other available infor-

mation suggest that Communist China's assistance program to the Lao

Communists also involves some mii' tiry and technical training for

LPLA forces and NLHS cadres, although the scope of this program is
39

clearly minor when compared to the North Vietnamese training effort.

While no figures have ever been published by Peking or by the NLHS

regarding this aspect of foreign assistance, Lao trainees in China

may be somewhat more numerous than those in the Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe, whose total number probably does not exceed one hun-

dred. Occasiomaily, the presence of such Lao students in China is

officially ackrz;w.edged by Chinese sources. For example, on October 11,

1970, the Chinese Communist press agency NCNA referred to 'Lao ex-.

perts and students in Peking," but gave no further details. On the

occasion of a visit to China by a Lao "Heroes and Model Workers Dele-

gation," in the ,pring of 1971, N0A (on May 11, 1971) mentioned tne

presence in Peking of Lao students -- again without further elabora-

tion.

37Former Ambassador to Laos 'William Ii. Sullivan (currently Deputy
Assistant Secretary, Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs), wh-n
testifying before the Sy.mington Subcommittee in October 1969, gave an
estimate of 6,000, of whom 2,000 were armed. :ewspaper reports based
on various locally obtained information provide other, and generally
higher, figures.

3 8 See the Souvanna Phouma interview of September 1971, fn. 35
above.

3 9 Ambassador Sul Uivan tesLified that the Xieng Khouang _Idinese
Mission, for exampl, published training manuals and similar documents
for the Pathet Lao
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The exact role played in the Chinese aid progra= by the in-
country agencies of Peking, primarily the Chinese Econumic and Cui-
tural Mission in Xieng Khouang Province and possibly the Chinese Con-

40sulate General in Phong Saly, is unclear. The tmajor decisions prob-
ably are not made at this local lcvel but rather in Peking and,
through the high-level representatives of the parties concerned, in
Hanoi. Nevertheless, the presence of any representatives int the Com-
munist zone of Laos gives Peking a clear advantage over Moscow, which
lacks such representation. As "athet Lao reporrs confirm, the Chinese

Mission maintains close relations with the Lao Ccmmunist authorities
and personnel in the zone. By its very location in the proximity of
South China it is in a good position to report home about the situa-
tion in Co~unist Laos, and is a'so able to respond to Paxhet Lao re-

quests more efficiently than the Soviets, who hare to rely on liaison
by way of Hanoi.

It is not known what volume of foreign aid is required for the

Pathet Lao to sustain their present posture and programs. No quanti-
tative data on the flow of Soviet and Chinese military and economic

assistance to the Lao Communist forces are available either from
Communist or from non-Co~unist sources. Even an approximate esti-
mace is difficult, as the bulk of supplies entering Laos from North
Vietn=m is destined to be transported over the Ho Chi Minh trails to
South Vietnam. Another portion of such supplies, its quantity un-
known, is meant for the North Vietnamese forces stationed in Laos.

40Apart from its -mbassy in Vientiane, which has for years been
manned only by z chargg d'affaires, the CPR maintains official liaison
with tle Lao Commwuniss through its Economic and Cultural Mission,
which waz establs'ned in November 1961 in Xieng Khouang, then the seat
of the Souvans governmen-. ihe following year, Souvanna Phouma moved
to Vientiane and established his crip:irtite government including the
NLUS, but the Chinese Mission reralned in Xxeng Khouang for purposes
of maintaining direct contact with the Lao CoP-munists. The exact
whereabouts of the Mission at present are uncertain, as the RL.• of-
fensive in 1969 cemporarily occupied the Xieag Khouang area, forcing
the evacuation of the Mission there. The CPR also maintains a Con-
sulate General (apparently no longer recognized by the RI.G) in Phong
Saly on the basis of an agreement annoinced in October 1961. The Lao
Consulate General, opened in Kunming at the same time as a reciprocal
act, is no longer operatix:g.
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The remainder, which comes in largely over Routes 6 and 7, is ear-

marked for the LPLA. .-hatever its magnitude -- and in the view of
41

the Pathet Lao it apparently is not entirely adequate -- it is clear

that, with the exception of some village militia, who are equipped

with locally manufactured weapons, the Lao Communists must rely on

imports for their arms and ammunition. Even a glowing Soviet report

on achievements in the Communist zone recently admitted that the en-

tire sector could command no more than "50 enterprises of the small

and handicraft industries." 42 This meager indigenous technological

base is obviously insufficient to sustain the combat capability of

the LPLA, for, as a Soviet observer has confirmed, they "are no longer

the primitively equipped troops of the posz-1946 partisan movement,

but a modern army with artillery, Zanks, and armored transports." 4 3

Thus, the LPLA uses the AK-47 (largely the Chinese version), and all

its other military equipment is also of foreign manufacture.

The outside aid on which Communist forces in Laos are so critically

dependent is provided by the Sino-Soviet powers primarily through the

intermediary of North Vietnam. This heavy dependence on foreign mili-

tary assistance is unlikLly to change for some time to come, especially

since the continuing American bombing of the Communist sector of Laos

is making investments in substantial new production facilities imprac-

tical. Any cessation or slowing of the present flow of outside assis-

tance would compel the LPLA to reduce the scope of its miliUtary opera-

tions and return to the low-level guerrilla activity of the novement's

earlier days. In other words, the level of fighting and the military

capaioilities of the Co.munist forces in Laos are in important respects

a funztion of the quality and quantity of the support they can obtain

from Moscow and Peking.

41 In his appeal of October 12, 1970, on the occasion of the 25th
anniversary of Lao independence (as rx-nitored on that date by yiS),
So;.phanouvong called on the socialist countries "to give greater sup-
port and assistance to our an:i-'.S. struggle for national salvation."

42Report by Tass correspondents S. Afonin and D. Petrov, broad-
cast on October 10, 1970, as reported by - October 12, 1970.

4 3 1van Shchedrov, .,: :,::-::::"z. (Along tle Guerrilla
Trails of Laos), Moscow, 1970, p. 72.

-
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III. SINO-SOVIET RIVALRY AND TilE PATHET LAO

The !,ino-Soviet conflict itself has spilled over into I.aos. But

here, eve'i more thaa in Vietnam, the rivalry between Moscow and Peking

is muted 'y their deference to the predomi-lant position of Hanoi.

Both Communist powers have always recognized Laos as being in the North

Vietnamese sphere of influence. They have therefore cooperated with

Hanoi's policies and strategy in Laos even when such policies were

not entirely to their liking. Although this has not prevented either

Moscow or Peking from trying to move the Pathet Lao to an ideological

stance aad outlook reflecting its own, an examination of Soviet and

Chinese statements over the years does not reveal the sharp and overt

mutual recriminations we find 5n other contested areas.

Nevertheless, an analysis of Soviet and Chinese literature on

Southeast Asia points to pronounced difference- regarding the two

Communist powers' preferred strategies in Laos. It also suggests that,

with all due deference to Hanoi's leading role, both Moscow and Peking

have been actively seeking to propagate their respective policy lines

among the Pathet Lao. The available open literature, supplemented by

interviews with former Pathet Lao and other observers, thus provides

tnsights into their relations with the Pathet Lao as well as into the

latter's response to the two powers' efforts to influence them. Many

of the details of the story, however, will remain hidden so long as

not only Moscow and Peking bot the Lao Communists themselves try to

avoid touching on this sensitive subject.

In the 1950s the Chinese Communists and the Soviets still were

essentially in agreement with regard to their primary objective in

Laos -- the removal of U.S. influence -- and the strategy that should

be pur~sued to attain this end. One must recall that these were tbe
44years of the Bandung ep-,rit, of Chinese advocacy of the neutralization

44At the Bandung ConferenLe (April 1955), Chou En-lai pledged that
he would not intertera in the affairs of Laos. A year later, when
Souvanna -risited P'.king, Chou reconfirmed the Chinese position, but
stated that the pledge was given on condition that Laos would not
permit imerican 4asez, cn its territory.

~ ~Z- - ~ - -r.-------------- -A
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concept, and of Chinese nonaggression pledges. As to ,:he Soviet Union,

its interest in Laos was at best intermittent. Neither the Soviet

Union nor China had yet entered i'ito diplomatic relations with Laos,

and their involvement there in the early 1950s remained slight. The

available evidence suggests that Moscow and Peking were quite satis-

fied to see Laos transformed into a buffeý. state, and were not greatly

concerned about the role that the Pathet Lao would play in such a

state, despite their support and sympathy for the Lao revolutionaries.

And, though they backed Pathet Lao claims for a seat at the first

Geneva Conference (1954), both poiers eventually agreed to drop that
45

In the late 1950s, when the situation in Laos heated up as a re-

sult of the progressive political bipolarization, and when the United

States and North Vietnam became more deeply involved in the military

striggle, Laos of course claimed greater attention in the Communist
46

world. China viewed the conflict as a threat to its security, and

- 45 Even at that early date, Peking appears to have displayed a
greater interest than Moscow in the nature of the political solution
for Laos. Anthony Eden recalls, for example, that, at the time of the
1954 Geneva Conference, Chou En-lai was more insistent than Molotov
that the settlement for Vietnam should also apply to Laos (and Cam-
bodia). See Memoirnc, p. 133.

t 6 This concern was intensified by the activities -- obviously con-

doned by the Lao rightists and their Western supporters -- of bands of
KMT military in the Sino-Lao border area. These Nationalist troops in
Laos, whose story has never been told in detai , remained for years a
thorn in the side of the Chinese Comm=unists. l isinhua News Agency
release dated March 13, 1959, complaiied: "For six months past [sic]
remnant Chiang Kai-shek troops operating in Phon:g Saly and Hou!-sai
Provinces in Laos have been continually invading China's border areas
in YUnnan Province. Available evidence proves that these troops in
their operations have been getting active suppert and material aid
from the Laotian authorities." (See P. 23 In Co-ncerzi•ng the Situation,
in Laos, issued by the Foreign languages Press in Peking in 1959.)
Matters were not helped by the fact that the Lao government that same
year allowed the Chinese Nationalists to establish a consulate in
Vientiane. In late 1970, to judge by Thai reports, sone 2,000 to 3,000
kTr refugees, including substantial numbers of iX4MT forces, remained in
the northern areas of Thailand bordering on Burma. These, Zorccs re-
portedly were remnants of the 93rd KMT Division (1,.agko-, Pos,
December 15, 1970).
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Khrushch.v, rat-aier saxrprisingiy, junp:I i:.to " ,* Laos •o:.fi i t i:. cra-

matic fashion bny launci.i:ig a:i airlifL to the ":eutralist-Co.mu:.iat

forces and thereby engaging Soviet prestigt. A:l i:niatiiown ar: ::..•i

Khrushchuv's was-a an aud operatio:n, tut t.,c reasovs :or this ttrong

reaction -- espe :iallv in the iig:nt of t'i. renoteness of Laos and its

lack of intrinsi, significancec to Soviet interests -- re~main unf.luar.
It seems quite possible that the gro-wing Sino-Soviet rift played a

role in the Soviet decision to inLervene, as a vav of de?2onstrating

to the Chinese and to Cormunists throughout the Third World that Moscow

had the power to back up revolutionaxy movements and was willing to
47

use it. The Soviet intervention, on the other hand, by canceling

out U.S. support for the anti-Communists, also served the interests

of North Vietnam and China.

Khrushchev's subsequent decision to break off the engagemeit

in Laos and negotiate a political setklement with the United StatUe

must have caused some opposition in Peking. If the Chinese neverthe-

less went along with this move, it wa:: probably because a political

settlement cculd put an end to both the American and the Soviet mili-

tary presence in Laos and thereby serve Chir ese interests even if it

meant that a Comiunist seizure of power in Laos wouie have to be at

least temporarily postponed. At any rate, the Chinese willingly went

to Geneva in 1961, as did the Vietnamese and the Pathet Lao, to work

out a compromise: thc. neutralization of Laos under a tripartite govern-

ment. But Chinese speeches at the conference harshly denouncing the

United States, and thereby contrasting with the expressed attitude of

Moscow, reflected the growing contlict between the two Co-munist powers.

Nevertheless, although Peking may have been dubious about the

47It must be recalled that in October 1959, when Khrushchev
visited Peking, a sharp rift cn strategy had developed between the
Soviets and the Chinese. This was also the year of Khrushchev's
visit to the United States -- the era of the "Camp David spirit" --
which provoked hostile Chinese reactions. That same year, the Soviets
took India's side against Peking arnd renounced their secret agreement
to assist China in nuclear development.

4 8 This was also suggested by several diplomatic observers in

Vientiane.
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feasibility of a neutralization of Laos, Soviet proposals to thai

effect continued to enjoy Chinese support. It could well be that

Peking was satisfied to see the Soviets saddled with responsibility

for the Laos compromise settlement, which Peking did not expect, and

perhaps did not even wish, to last.

When the Laos settlement did indeed come apart, in 1963, ani the

civil war resumed, Peking and Moscow parted ways also on the issue of

pnlicy in Lacs. and tht: Chinese began openly to vent their criticism

of the 3oviet role there. A statement issued in June 1963 in Pekin,,

Retneo, and thus meant for the world at large, illustrates this antag-

onism:

At a time when the Geneva agreements are being brutally
infringed, people have every reason to pin hopes on the
co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference [Britain and the
USSR] to dofend the Geneva agreements and telax Laotian
tension; the co-chi.inen should have discharped ,;zeir
duties. . . We hope that the co-chairmen will dis-
tinguish the right from the wrong and take effective
measures to curb U.S. imperialist aggression and inter-
vention in Laos. . . . However. U.S. imperialism has
gone so far as to appeal to somebody [i.e., the Soviet
Union] "to use his restraining influence" to soften up
the Laotian people, "bring pressure on China, the
Democratic Republic of Viet Nam and Poland (member ot
the International Control Commission and representative
of the Communist side on it] and curb the sympathy and
support of the various peoples for the Laoti.an people's
patriotic and just struggle. 4 9

Parallel with the intensification of the ýtno-Soviet debate went

Peking's increasing advocacy of a hard line of insurrection and polit-

ical polarization with regard to Laos. In contrast, the Soviets to

this day cling to the fragile structire of the tripartite coalition

.Peking Re•iew, Vol. 6. No. 25, June 21, 1963, p. 36. Emphasis
suppl.ed.
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government and have used whatever influence they command in Hanoi and

in Sam Neua to promote a return to the Geneva formula and a political

settlement.
5 0

in Otcober 1960, after the Kong Le coup, the Soviet Union
established oiplomatic relations with Laos. The Soviet Ambassador

51
moved to the Plain of Jars, where Neutralist and Pathet Lao head-

quarters were situated in close proximity during the last phase of the

Laos crisis. The CPR and the DRV (both still unrepresented by an

embassy) followed suit and each inaugurated an Economic and Cultural
52

Mission there. With the establishment of the tripartite government,

however, the Soviet Embassy moved back to Vientiane, where ever since

it has maintained correct and at times even cordial relations with

the non-Communist rump government of Souvanna Phouma, In September

1962, when the tripartite government established diplomatic relations

with all neighboring countries, a Chinese embassy also was inaugurated

in the Lao capital. But it is significant that Peking has refused to

follow the Soviet example and has left its mission in Xieng Khouang,

clearly indicating thereby its interest in lending the Lao Communists

international recognition and suggesting also that China may eventually

wish to shift ir. full support to them.53 (The same applies to the

5 0While Peking generally ignores any attempts on the part
of the contending parties to bring about a political settlement in
Laos through negotiation, Moscow frequently endorses such attempts.
As late as February 4, 1971, Tass reported a comment by its observer
to the effec: that "talks could pave the way to peace in Laos."

51The Soviet Embassy was located at Pongsavan near Khaug Khay.
52Phoumi Vongvichit in his Le Laos et ,a lutte victorieuse du

peup-'e Lao contre le ngo-coZonialisme amLricain (Editions 6u Neo
Lao Haksat, Sam Neua, 1968, p. 144) also mentions a Czech mission.
No information about its fate has been found.

53The Chinese and Lao governments at present maintain
embassies in each other's capitals. Both are headed by charge's
dcaffaires. The Lao consulate which Souvanna opened in December 1961
in Kunming was closed by the Lao when full diplomatic relations be-
tween the two countries were established in 1962. However, although
this act, in the Lao government's view, should have been reciprocated
by the closing of the CPR consulate in Phong Saly, which no longer has
legal status, neither the Pathet Lao, who control the area, nor the
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DRV and its mission in Xleng Kiouang.) Peking has since made its posi-

tion even clearer by downgrading its embassy in Vientiane .the Chinese

Ambassador did not return, even though most of the recalled Chinese

ambassadors were sent back to their posts after the C,.ltural Revolu-

tion), and by indicating unequivocally that, since the coup of April

1964, the Souvanna government no lo.•-er enjoys legal status in Peking's

eyes, a position that parallels the stand of the Pathet Lao and the

Vietnamese.

Whereas Peking has long since refused to assist the Souvanna

government and is lending active and direct material, including mil.-

tary, support tc the Lao Commur.ists, the Soviet Union continues its

aid program, if only a token one, to the RLG. Without a permanent

representation in the Communist zone, the Soviet ties with the Patnet_

Lao are tenuous and the Soviets are at a disadvantage compared with

Peking. Moreover, the ambiguity of this relationship, underlined by

the Soviet Ambassador's frequent meetings with Souvanna and the King,

must create doubts in the minds ot the Pathet Lao about Soviet inten-

tions in Laos, thereby playir 6 into the hands of the anti-Soviet Peking

propagandists. A stepped-up '-viet program of dispatching delegations

and individual visitors from tioscow, the cordial welcome accorc ed NLHS

delegations there, and messages of support from the highest-ranking

Chinese Communists have wished to see the consulate cease operations.
In addition, the Chinese continue to maintain their Economic and Cul-

.tural Mission (established in November 1961) in Xieng Khouang, al-
though its legal status is doubtful. At least since 1966, the Pathet
Lao have stationed a representative in Peking, in addition to Mmne
Quinim Pholsena (the widow of the murdered Neutralist Foreign Minister,
who was of Chinese extraction and was widely rumored to have been
Peking's man in Vientiane). She attended most public functions for
Southeast Asian visitors. Since 1970 her role has apparently been
taken over by the Lao Neutralist General Heuan Muongkhonvilay and his
wife, who regularly attend all otficial Peking functions related to
the struggle in Indochina.

The USSR maintains an ambassador in Vienti&ne, and the RLG is
represented by an ambassador in Moscow. Apparently, no official NLHS
representative is stationed U., Moscow.
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Soviet officials54 cannot quite dispel the cioud over Soviet relationis

with the Pathet Lao that is caused by the Soviet• Union's tanbiguous

relationship to the RLC. By contrast, the Lao Communists cati be in

no doubt as to Peking's sympathies.
5 5

Chinese and Soviet aid programs ara handled in characteristically

different ways, as was pointed ouc earlier. China furnishes direct

military support to the Pathet Lao, whereas the Soviet Union is careful

to preserve at least the appearance of neutrality by channeling through

Hanoi whatever assistance it provides. Another important aspect of

the Communist aid program to Laos involves the training of young Pathet

Lao in the Communist countries. The numbers of such students in China,

the Soviet Union, and Eastern Z*.rope are insignificant when cempared

to the scale of the training effort in North Vietnam. But it _s

known that Pathet Lao are receiving a variety of technical and military

training on both sides of the Sinn-Lao border from the Chinese Com-

munists, who profit from the geography of the area, which allows them

5 4 For example, Secretary General Brezhnev sent a message to the
Cairo Conference on Laos in which he spoke of the "growing interna-
tional solidarity with the courageous Laotian people" and stated that
"the Soviet people and the Communist Party invariably side with the
peoples of Indochina, who are waging a just struggle, and help and
support them in every way." (Wo-Zd ',1.rx-_*s, Pt, August 1970, p. 39.)
The fact that Brezhnev speaks of the people and of the Soviet party
but not of its government may be due not only to the fact that his po-
sition is a party position. It appears that Soviet policy in, Laos
makes a fine distinction (as in the days of the Comintern) between
gover7,ment and party contacts: the Soviet government deals only with
the Souvanna regime, but the CPSU has relations with the NLIHS and PPL.
(For example, as stated earlier, Kaysone appeared in April 1971 as the
official Nl.HS/PPL delegate to the 24tb C. 'gress of the CPSU.)

5 5Peking's view of Laos appears to be reflected also in the bureau-

cratic handlii.g of Lao affairs. To judge by references in the Ch: ese
press to CPR Foreign Ministry officials concerned with Lao visitors,
Laos, although under an internationally recognized non-Com=unist govern-
ment, is apparently under the jurisdiction of the Ministry's section
dealing with Asian Communist rather than non-Communist countries.

5 6 On occasion, several thousand young Lao are at any one time re-

ceiving training in the DRV. Soviet and Chinese specialists are re-
ported to participate in the trainitg of young Lao, As mentioned its
the testimotty of the former medical chief of tile :DLHS Attopeu Province.
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easy access to the largely Communist-controlled pzovinces of Phong

Saly, Nam Tha, and Xieng Khouang. The Soviet Union, on the other

hand, is continui,',g its modenit program of training young Lao from

the rion-Communiat zone, simultaneously with its only sliel.iy larger

support to the other side through the advanced education of promising

or prominent Lao Comnunists. (Several children of PacheL Lao leaders

have received or are now receiving such education in the Soviet Union

as well as in China. Five Fons and daughters of Souphanouvong alone

have had scholarships to Soviet, Bulgarian, and Romanian institutions;

still others among the Prince's ten children are reportedly in
.58

Peking.)

It would be usefu. to know what happens eventually to the re-

turning students from the Soviet Union and China, how much and what

kind of 'ufluence they wield in Communist Laos, and whether they

57 Chinese influence appears to be particularly strong in the
'border province of Fhong Saly, although this does not seem to result
in any co.flict with the Vietname'e, who, as elsewhere in the Com-
munist zone of Laos, have a veLted interest here also. About three
hundred Chinese ere :hought tc be in Phong Saly Province engaged in
supply operations for Laos. An u±Waown additional number of Chinese
troops art- said tc be moving in and out of the province in connection
with guard serqics fc.r the supply route from YUnnan. The fomaer are
reportedly also invo..ved in training some Neutralist Lao forces in
the province. Phong Saly has long been at least nominally under the
control of the warloid Khamouane Boupha, who is believcd to be under
the domination of the Chinese Cormiunists and among whose 1,500 men
are members of the Sinitic He tribe.

5 8 Bernard Fall in his essay "The Pathet Lao" (in Robert A.
Scalapino, ed., The Cornmanist Revovu+tlon -., Asi.a• Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 1965, p. 183), basing his stAtement on (unspecified)
Soviet and Chinese sources, estimates that the total numb-r of such
students has never exceeded one hundred. Whether this estimate is
accurate cannot 5e determined, since Moscow and Peking have made no
rnnouncements about this aspect of cheir aid programs. The high-
level East German delegation which visited Sam Neua in 1970 promised
to step up its training of young Lao, but no figures regarding the
size of the agreed-on program were published.

Q -
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59
bring back a sympathetic view of their host country. None of the

persons interviewed by the author belonged to this category, and

other evidence is too slim for us to venture a judgment on these
points. At this point, all one can say is that no Soviet- or China-
trained Pathet Lao occupy high positions in the Lao revolutionary

movement's hierarchy, and there is no indication that either Soviet-

trained or China-trained returnees are plaYing an important role in

the Communist zone.

As to the Lao reaction to the Soviet Union and Communist China,

interviews with former Pathet Lao produced various reactions to the

question: What did you think of China and the Soviet Union during

your life in the Communist zone? The results may be summarized in

these te:.ms. Those defectors who were uneducated and out of touch

with the administrative hierarchy knew and cared little about China

and the Soviet Union. Most of them did know that these were powerful

Socialist countries. The better-educated informants were aware of

59i
it is said that tha sudden death, in 1968, of one c' Souphanou-

vong's sons who had studied in Moscow was the consequence of hostility
on the part of some Pathet Lao to his pro-Soviet orientatioa, but this
has been denied by the Co--,unists. It has also been suggested that
the Lao returnees frcm Chiaxa (like thoce from the DRY) bring back
strong antiWhite (and thus anti-Russian) views. This raises the ques-
tion of Lao reactions to their Chinese neighbors. From the author's
reading, and from talks with defectors as we'.l as witu Lao from the
non-Communist side, it appears that the Chinese do not loom very large
in the thinking of the average Lao (this does not apply, of course, .o
the Chinese merchants found in Vientiane anc. other iowns of Laos, in-
cluding those o. Xieng Khouang Province in the Communist %one). The
wider horizon oi the Lao elite understandably includes China, but
opinions on the issue cf a Chinese threat seem to be divided. Robert
Shaplen, in : -r4t G. of F1.•7d (New York, 1969), states that Prime
Minister Souvanna Phouma saw no particular reason to worry about the
Chinese, although ne added, "But don't stir the anthill!" (p. 360).
Equally prominent Prince Boun Oum, on the other hand, expressed to
Shaplen Zhe view that without a white protector Laos %ould become a
battlefield between the Vietnamese and the Thai, "and then the Chinese
will walk in and pick up the pieces" (pp. ]58-159). The anthropoiogist
and Laos spe!cialiet Jot.1 Hal-ern, who in the late 1950s studied the
Laos attitud,-s to;arJ the Ci.inese, concluded then: "For the present,
the Lio do not feel Liemlselves thruatened by the Chinese in an active
sense as they do by .he North Vietnam'ese." ("lhe Role of the Chinese
in Lao Society, -. f" ", . .. , Vol. 49, ?art I1 July 1961.)
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the Sino-Soviet split, and this was particularly true of those who had

studied in Ncrth Vietnam. One interviewee stated that they were told

that China was better than the Soviet Union. Another said that, while

Stalin was a great leader, Khrushchev was hot a good man because he

worked together with the United States. He added that the samL view

was expressed by the Khana Khoueng (a high administrative official in

the NLHS zone).

It is known that Chiness advisers and technicians assist the

Pathet Lao in the writing of propaganda for radio broadcasting (an.

probably also for their press).60 This may account for the suspi-

cioutly Chinese flavor of the excessive praise for Mao, the Cultural

Revolution, and the whole complex of related notions that sometimes

appears in Pathat Lao broadcasts, whereas no suqh glorification is

encountered with regard to the Soviet Union. But even if some of the

pro-Chinese propaganda originates with Chinese specialists, one finds

a range of other evidence suggesting that, at the very least, the

Pathet Leo have P greater cultural affinity for China than for the

Soviet Union- For example, Chinese (but not Soviet) stories are cir-

ri culated iu translation among the people, Chinese examples are quoted

as models for Lao behavioral patterns, and the language of the Pathet

Lao leaders' spteehes has, if Lnything, a pro-Peking coloring. 61

In the Sino-;oviet controversy over the correct revolutionary

formula it i1 not difficult to see why Pathet Lao sympathies would be

on the Chinese rather than on the Russian side. The Soviets hold that

revolution in the Third World must be placed in the context of the

60 See Ambassador Sullivan's testimony on this issue in Laos

Hearin.gs (p. 449).
61A collection of short stories translated into Lao from the

"Chinesp and entitled "Fl-oes on the High Mountain" has been Issued by
the NLhS Ceintral Party Press in three thousand copies (a large number,
considering the fact that the total psil tation of the Communist zone
does not exceed one million end at best half of the adults are lit-
erate). The Lao preface to the book ends thus: "This is but one part
of the revolutionary history of the Chinese army and people, but it
constitutes an erample to follow t'or our national liberation forces in
their struggle against the ý,mericen imperialists and the ;kmerican
aggressors."
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worldwide class strupgle, and that the national liberation movement

is but one element in the array of world-revolutionary foices that

depend on and must be led by the mighty Soviet Union.62 This analysis

cannot have much appeal to a group of people who have been fighting

for the better part of twc decades and are not prepared to consider

themselves as standing merely on the periphery of world events. Soviet

efforts to play down the role of the natior-l liberation movements,

even when accompanied by nigh praise for the Pathet Lao, are unlikely

to me-c with sympathetic response among Lao Conmnunists. In Laos,

moreover, the Soviet Union plays the role of a cau-io-is status quo

power, ambiguous in its policies toward the .,volutionary movement

and using its assets to restrain armed conflict and rtard revolution-

ary change. Not surprisingly, therefore, the Pathet Lao, when forced

to make a decision, have followed the Vietnamese lead and sided with

China, rather than the Soviet Union, on such issues as the Sino-
63 64

Indian border confiict, nuclear testing and the NPT, revisionism,

6 2 The Soviet,; also combine this theme with a rebuke tu the Chinese
for their stress on the self-reliance of revolutionary i,,ovemc.!ts in
even small counzries such as 1.aos. A Moscow broadcast of July 22,
i970, emphasizing the need for the antiimperialists forces to unite
with the SocialisL forces (i.e., the Soviet Union and its supporters),
criticized PekLng's position in these words: "Such a policy has iso-
lated the small countries. The peoples of small countries will in-
evitably be defeated in the anti-imperialist struggle because their
strength is no match for that of imperialism" (as cited in the British
journal .izar.:, Supplement B, Nto. 4, July/August 1970, p. 18).

6 3 See, for example, Pathet Lao praise _f Chinese nuclear accomp-
lishments as reported by on January 3 -nd August 2, 1967.

64A document from the Communist zone inl the author's possession

also confirms the "antirevisionist" position of the Pathet Lao. These
handwritten notes were taken at a training course for propagandists
held in September 1965 in Houa Phan (Sam Neua) Province. The Soviet
Union, China, and Albania are listed among the Socialist countries;
there is no mention of Yugoslavia.
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"people's war, and relations with Albania.

Lest one conclude from this that the Pathet Lao have lined up

unquestioningly with Peking, it is important to remember that the Lao

Communists' first allegiance is to their North Vietnamese sponsors and
allies. Like the latter, only once removed so to speak, they desire
the support of both major Communist powers, and it is in their interest

to avoid involvement in the Sino-Soviet conflict even if their natural

sympathies and the prevailing situation in Laos tend to favor a rap-

prochcment with Peking. Pathet Lao stateme',Ls, writings, and behavior

toward the two contending parties reveal a conscious effort to balance

their influence and retain freedom of action -- an effort that, of

ccurse, reflects Vietnamese attitudes and guidance. This may explain

why there is no convincing evidence for the existence of a pro-Soviet
67

or a pro-Peking faction in the Pathet Lao leadership.

6 5 Perhaps the recent heavy empha, is in Pathet Lao propaganda and
writings on the Japanese threat in Southeast Asia is also due to Chinese
influence. See, for example, the treatment of the Japan issue in the
authoritative book by NLHS Secretary General Phoumi Vongvichit, pre-
viously cited. Pathet Lao statements assert that tl:- Japanese are
attempting to revive their Greater Co-Prosperity Sphere and that U.S.
imperialists are operating through the Japanese militarists. In line
with this contention, the Pathet Lao attack the Japanese peace corps
in Laos as a covert military operation.

66HA sinhua report of March 12, 1966, for example, reported the
visit of a Pathet Lao art troupe to Albania. In November of the same
year, Souphanouvong sent a congratulatory message to Albania (reported
by FBIS on Novembez 30, 1966). In July 1968, Khamtay Siphandone, the
supreme commander of the LPLA, sent a congratulatory riessage to Albania,
and a feu days earlier Albania invited a student from Laos (reporced by
FBIS July 18 and July 9, respectively). CordiAl relations between the
two regimes continue to this day, as confirmed by a telegram Prince
Souphanouvong recently sent to Albania on the occasion of the 26th an-
niversary of its liberation. In that message, he spoke of "militant
solidarity and friendship" between the two peoples (Tirana Domestic
Service of December 7, 1970, as reproduced in FilIS, December 8, 1970).

A7 It is true that AndrS Tong, in an article entitled "Le Laos: une
guerre oublige" (Est et- O:ust, May 16-31, 1969) suggests that "since
several months ago, a real split has appeared among the Lao Cotmunists.
Some of them have remained faithful to the orthodox Soviet line whereas
others -- and not the least of them -- have lined up with Peking." lie
asserts that Souphanouvong and Pboumi have always been identified with
a Soviet orientation, but Kaysone and Nouhak (the latter being errone-
ously identified as "chairman of the Central Comrmittee of the PPL") have
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In the eifort not t,) offend either Moscow or Peking, both are

labeled "fraternal," and Pathet Lao leaders follow up visits to Peking
68

with stopovers in Moscow a;,d vice versa. The Soviet Union is gen-
69

erally accorded first place in any Pathet I.ao statement listing the

Socialist countries, as is its due in terms of seniority and power,

but this is balanced by the special praise bestowed from time to time

on the "fraternal Chinese people," as is done regularly for the North

Vietnamese. Quite frequently, the Pathet Lao avoid the hierarchical
t70

issue by simply referring to "the Socialist countries." Pathet Lao

textbooks that the author has had occasion to examine also make it a

point to distribute compliments evenhandedly, as, for example, by re-

ferring to the technological advances of the mighty Soviet Union and

balancing this by stressing the vast population of mighty China (which

must be particularly impressive for the Lao, whose country barely

counts three million inhabitants, not even half of them in the Com-

munist zone).

gone ovcr to Peking's side. However, his sole evidence for this impor-
tant statement reads: "Monitoring of radio broadcasts of Fathet Lao
forces in southern Laos has proved that theze Communist troops had be-
come pro-Chinese as a consequence of :Nouhak's and Kaysone's adherence
to Mao Tse-tung's doctrines."

68his balance of Chinese and Soviet influences, which is evident

in all Pathet Lao writings and statements, is carried even into the
realm of pictorial propaganda. For example, the author has in his
possession a pamphlet dating back to 1965 and issued by the NLHS which
shows two pictures side by side: a Sovier. gathering of support for
the Lao people's anti-U.S. war, and a similar scene taking place in
China.

6 9 1n October 1969, for example, at a party for foreign guests in
Sam Neua, the NLHS Secretary General said in his welcome speech: " i
express deep gratitude to the socialist countries, first of all the
Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China, and the Deý-nocratic Re-
public of Vietnam. . ." (Pathet Lao News Agency fin English],

October 14, 1969ý as reported in "&Z: on that date.) It is sign- ficant
that Kaysone, speaking as the leading figure of the PPL in his -rticle
celebrating the 25th anniversary of Lao independence, put the DRV
first, before the Soviet Union and China. 'Pathet Lao "News Agency [in
English], October 5, 1970, as reported by the following day.)

7 0 See, for example, Souphanouvong's appeal, as reported by F.B]S,
December 12, 1970.
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A comparison of Pathet !.ao and North Vietnamese policy positions

on issues of controversy between .Moscow and Peking shows that the Lao

Communists have never diverged from danoi's stand. In view of the

Vietnamese Communists' long and per-vsive ideological, organizational,

and material influence among the Pathet Lao, it is reasonable to as-

sume that the latter's refusal to be drawn into the Sino-Soviet con-

flict is a reflection of Hanoi's policies, that is to say, that the

Pathet Lao as junior partners in an Indochinese revolutionary alliance

are simply following Hanoi's line. Such a policy has the more appeal

as the Lao Communists themselves stand to benefit from zhe support of

both major Co~unist powers and would have little to gain by choosing

sides in the conflict. It is further facilitated by the fact that

neither of the two contending parties appears to be pressing the Pathet

Lao to declare their position anid line up with one of the contestants.

.Although both Moscow and Peking beam a steady flow of propaganda to
71

Laos, they have apparently refrained from interfering in the orftani-

zational apparatus of the Lao Commiu'ist movement, contrary to their
72

behavior toward other Asian revolixtionary movements.

As regards the relative weight of the world's several revolu ion-

ary forces, the Lao Comunists take neither the Soviet nor the Chinese

side. Phoumi Vongvichit's authorita,.ive Lc" L.aos e: :a Zuz::e vz .-

euse du pe:qple Lao contre Z ns,-colon-ialisme aricain, for example,

lists the usual three major revolutionary elements: "Socialist con-

struction" in the established sociJalist countries, the national libera-

tion movcment, and the workers' struggle in the capitalist states.

But, contrz.ry to Soviet and Chinese prescriptions, it avoids assigning

special weight to any one of these factors. Nevertheless, it is clear

7 1 1n the mid-1960s, Moscow broadcast 3.5 hours weekly in the Lao
latguage. (Comparablc more recent data are not available.) Peking,
during the same period, broadcast 17.5 hours weekly.

7 2 See, for example, the Soviet and Chinese interference in the
Communist Party of Japan, as discussed in Paul F. Langer, "The New
Posture of the CPJ," Fl'obZens C: n.",--,,nis-, 7ol. 20, January-Aprl!
1971, pp. 14-74.

05-
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that China's revolutionary stance and Mao's world view encounter more

sympathy among the Pathet Lao than do the behavior and political phi-

losophy of the Soviet Union. Characteristically, therefore, the

PaLhet Lao analysis highlights the CPR and the I)RV as particu±arly

relevant to the revolution in Laos and singles them out for praise as

"two stcialis. countries whichi .÷t'.', - support the Lao revolution."73

In this way e.eryone gets his due, but China and, of course, Vietnam

get a little more than the Soviet Union. The treatment of other cen.

tral .deohogical issues conforms to this pattern. Official Lao Com-

munist sLatements describe the "national and democratic revolution"

in Laos zs being in essence a revolution ro liberate the peasantry,

although they also stress the need for building a worker-peasant
74

alliance. Particularly significant for the ideological position of

the Lao Communists is the role tl.ey assign to armed struggle in the

develo.mer~t of the revolution. Kaysone, the Secretary General of the

People's Party of Laos and its most authoritative voice, has this to

say on the subject: "The Party always regards armed struggle and po-

litical struggle as the two fundamental ones, the former being the
,75

most important form to win victory." In the taxo .y of the Com-

munist parties, the PPL belongs neither in the Soviet nor in the

Chinese camp, but its basic orientation is rather toward Peking's .- w

of the world, even if the realities cf the Lao situation require modi-

fications of this radical view.

7 3 Phoumi, p. 240. Emphasis supplied.

74 1n 1970 Kaysone said: "The national and democratic revolution
in Lacs is, in essence, a revolution to liberate the peasantry." From
an article by Kaysone on the cccas'on of the 25th annivcrsary of the
proclamation of Lao int-kpendence, broadcast in English by the Pathet
Lao N'ews Agency on October 5, 1970 (as reported by :*.C-:S, October 6,
1970).

75.. :. The Chinese orientation of the PPL revolutionary formula

is also evident in Kaysone's account (in the above article) of the evo-
lution of the Lao revolutionary struggle, He states that initially
the Lao revolutionaries built revoluticnary bases in the jungle Areas,
and then on the plains and around the towns -- a pattern reminiscent
of Lin Piao's recommended approach.

m m•w,•w•----
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China's until recently adamant opposition to any dealings with

the "U.S. imperialists and their running dogs" (except in conditions

promising their surrender) and its formula of "protracted people's

war" have been ideologically attractive to the Pathet Lao. But once

they had the approval of Har'i, they did not hesitate in March 1970,

despite Chinese objections, to exploze the possibility of political

negotiations. While Peking studiously ignored the Pathet Lao proposal

to the Lao government, the Soviet Union soon endorsed the move as in
76

line with its own preferred strategy. Evidence of this endorsement

included the fact that the Polish representative on the International

Control Commission (ICC), who consistently speaks for the Soviet po--

sition, was authorized to cooperate in the Pathet Lao approach to
77

Souvanna Phouma, and the Sovi-f news media gave much play to the

possibility of a political settlement in Laos. In short, the Pathet

Lao on occasion have chosen a desired course of action even though it

lacked the support of Peking. (In the past year, ,:he Chinese and the

Pathet Lao position on negotiations have come somew'at closer, as

Peking has made it clear that talks with "the enemy" are not neces-

sarily a betrayal of the revolutionary cause. Thus, when in April

1971 the Pathet Lao proposed a new set of terms for a settlement of

the Laos war, Peking was at least willing to make the prnposals public.)

7 6 The so-called five-point peace proposal of the Pathet Lao was
officially endorsed by Premier Kosygin in March 1970, while Peking
"failed to mention it in its statements about Laos. enly on March 8,
1971 -- a full year later -- when Chou En-lai visited Hanoi (probably
to reassure North Vietnam's leaders about the changes in Chinese policy
toward the United States), did a joint Chinese-Vietnamese conmuniqui
give Peking's endorsement of the Pathet Lao proposal.

77In July 1970, the ICC unanimously decid;ed to do "everything
possible iii order that eventual negotiations on Laos take place. in an
atmcsphere of reconciliation." Such a display of unanimity is an un-
usual event, because, ever since the breakup of the tripartite coali-
tion government, the Communist representative on the ICC has consis-
tently vetoed or obstructed his colleagues' recommendations.
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It is clear that China is useful to tile Lao Communists. Peking's

statements addressed to Laos consistently stress that the existence

of China on tne northern borders of the Communist zorne provides the

Lao Communists with a safe rear. This fact, as well as the valuable

aid received from China, is fully appreciated by the Pathet Lao, al-

though they apparently feel that they, in turn, are making a contribt-

tion to the security of China.78

What may be less obvious is that the Soviets, in their own way,

and despite their ambiguous policies, also remain an important asset

for the Pathet Lao. As co-chairman of the Geneva Conference and

sponsor of the Communist (Polish) delegate of the ICC, the Soviet

Union can effectively give voice to the position of the Pathet Lao

and spare them -- and the North Vietramese -- much unpleasantness.'
9

For example, the Soviet co-chairman has consistently rejected appeals

for an investigation of the NVA presence in Laos. On the other hand,

Moscow has given only low-key publicity to Phoumi Vongvichit's almost

weekly notes to the co-chairmen accusing the United States of violating
80

the Accords. In a way, the Soviets have also assisted the Lao Com-

munists by not pressing lHanoi to phase out its forces in Laos ptior

to a political settlement. Then, too, the very p-c er and prestige of

the Soviet Union under present circumstances banefits the North

VieLnamese, and thus indirectly also the Lao Communists, as it opens

78 phoum Vongvichit, for example, in his previously mentioned

book shows pride in the role of revolutionary Laos, stating that the
success of the revolution in Laos also helps foil American attempts
to encircle the DRV and the CPR (p. 189).

79Thus it is standard procedure for the Polish delegate to refus.i
to endorse any report or action concernod with NVA activity in Laos.
As a result of this veto, the report is deprived of official character.

8 0 Ambassador Sullivan, w1 1, dealt with the Russian- in Laos and
with Laos policy for nearly a decade, xade this interesting statement
regarding the Soviet attitude toward U.S. actions in Laos involving
violations of the Geneva Accorls: "But a senior Soviet official, for
example, has said that insofar as he reads things in newspapers or
hears statements and allegations about U.S. operations, he does not
have to take any official cognizance of them." ;' :.' ., p. 399.
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up for them many opportunities for enlisting international support

and contacts for publicizing their case.81

More important, it cannot be lost on the Pathet Lao that the

degree to which the North Vietnamese, their allies and protectors,

dare face the enormous mtght of the United States is very much deter-

mined ly Soviet backing, and the survival of the Pathet Lao is thus

linked to the power of the Soviet Union (as i. ip to that of China).

Finally, the Soviets Pre in a position to serve as a bridge between

the contending factions in Laos. To mention but one example of this

role, the Soviet Union has recently sought to act as broker between

Communists and non-Communists while fully endorsing the conditions

laid down by the Pathet Lao in their peace proposals of March '1-j.

A political settlement which might, without further fightin , ;iv,

the Pathet Lao the controlling influer.ce is not easily concei'

without Soviet support. Such a settlement would, of course: L

the Soviets more than the Chinese, and more so than would a cont.

tion of the armed struggle. Moreover, the North Vietnamese (and

8 1 In recent years, the ?athet Lao have emerged frot. their previous,
virtually complete isolatioa t. appear increasingly on the international
scene. The Soviet Union as well as the North Vietnamese have played a
role in this, as has the widening of the war in Indochina. But it ap-
pears that the Pathet Lao themselves have come to appreciate the polit-
ical and psychological advantages of participation in international af-
fairs, which provides them with greater leverage and influenct, in the
Communist world and boosts their morale by demorstrating that they do
not stand alone. Pathet Lao rcpresentatives have, in the last three
years, traveled to many international conferences, among them the Soli-
darity Conference in Cairo, the special conference in Algiers in sup-
port of the Lao liberation movement, and, in November 1970, a peace
congress in Stockholm devoted to the war in Indochina. Since such
meetings are broadly conceived gatherings of Communist sympathizers --

rather than Communist party meetings -- the Pathet Lao usually send the
top figures in the NLIS hierarchy (such as Phoimi Vongvichit and Tiao
Vongsak, or, if an ethnic-minority flavor is desirable, Sithon Khomma-
dam), rather Lhan th2 men at the head of the PPL (Kaysone and Nou.ak).
The sharp intensification of the U.S. bombi.g in Laos, and frequent
reports of U.S. air combat support for ground fighting, in Laos, have
further drawn world attention to the struggle there and created greater
receptivity for the Pathet Lao's side of the story. Since Pathet L.ao
delegates (like foreign visitors to the zone) must tr.:,e! to and irom
their landlocked country by way of Hanoi, the North Vietnamese retain
a degree of co;ntrel over their Lao allies' movecments.
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therefore the Pathet Lao) probably believe that in Laos the Soviets

are not inclined to act contrary to Hanoi's express interests or wishes.

To cite but one illustration, in 1970 the Soviet Union launched the

idea of an overall negotiated settlement of the Southeast Asian con--

flict on the model of Lhe Geneva Conference, but quietly dropped the

J.:ea 'hen it proved unpalataLle to Hanoi.

AN ASSESSMENT

In sum, then, the Lao Communists continue to live under the tute-

lage of Hanoi, which spares them having to choose sides in the Sino-

Soviet conflict. They benefit from a situation where they can enjoy

the simultaneous support of both major Comm.unist powers -- as evident,

for example, in the reaction of Moscow and Peking to i ath Viet-

namese incursion into Laos, in early 1971 -- and yet -heir free-

dom of action within the limits set by the influence t Vietnam.

Presumably, they do not feel very comfortable when fr.m time to rime

Moscow accuses Peking of advocating "adventurist" policies in Southeast

Asia or Peking responds by calling Moscow's strategy toward the South-

east Asian national liberation movements "sham support, but real be-

tra-"al."'82 But neither Moscow nor ?eking presses the Lao Communists

to make a final choice between them, for behind the Pathet Lao stands

North Vietnam, which both powers feel an obligation to support.

62 This zontroversy over Southeast Asia policy is also part of the

airw.ve war between Moscow and Peking. On July 17, 1970, for example,
a MosLcw Radio Peace ant Orogress broadcast to China accused the Chinese
leaders of "intentionally trying tc alienate" the IndochInese peoples
from the Soviet Union. A few months later, on December 5, 1970, a
Chinese-language broadcast beamed by Mosco,; Lo So':tr st Asia stated:
"If the People's Republic of China would join the ir rnational move-
ment of other socialist countries for -upporting the Indochinese people,
the success of the task of opposing the U.S. aggression would be facil-
itated and supporZ for the patriots of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia
would becom•e ztiil more effective. }!owever, Peking continues to pursue
its previous divisive policy." On February 6, 1971, another Moscow
broadcast in Chinese had this to say: "Intoxicated by their chauvin-.
istic scheme, the Peking leaders have completely ignored the important
fact that their attempt to alienate the Vietnamese, Laotian, and Cam-
bodian pecples from the Soviet Union has objectively caused heavy
damage to their anti-imperialist struggle."
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Nevertheless, it must be recognized that the Soviet position in

Laos is relatively weak, that Soviet assets there appear to be of a

temporary nature, and that Moscow's ties with Laos -- formal, ideo-

logical, and material -- remain tenuous when compared with those of
83

Peking. Not only can Communist China poinL to a certain affinity

with the Pathet Lao in its ideological outlook, and to its consistent

support of the Lao Comnmunist allies, I t it can count on the advantages

of geographic proximity. Thesu must have been brought home to the

"Pathet Lao by the sudden revival of the long-neglected Chinese road-

building program in northern Lao3 and by the successful sponsorship

of the Indochinese Summit Conference on Chinese soil in April 1970.

Implicitly, the Chinese hosts of the Summit Conference were establish-

ing the role of China as an umbrella for the Indochinese revolutionary

movements and were rejecting Soviet claims to influence in these area...

When a People's Dai•?y editorial, on September 3, 1970, called for an

Asian united front "frrcn Korea to indochina and from East Asia to W:.st

Ase," this could ,e seen as the Chinese answer to the Soviet concept

of an -- essentially anti-Chinese - Asian coilectir'e security pact.

As regards Co'ninist Chlna's role, Prince Norodom Sihanouk wrote

in the fall of 3970: "In Laos, China does not exert a perceptible

influence, and its material and financial assistancr r, the Lao Patri-

otic Front doec not call for any quid pro quo, political or other."'84

Chinese policy in Laos is likcly to continue t3 justify this statement

so long as Peking's interests coincide with those of Hanoi and so long

as the North Vietnamese act, as they are now doing so vigorously, in

pursuit of these shared objectives.

In the final analysis, Hanoi's intentions remain the principal

factor shaping Communist strategy in Laos, and both the Soviet Union

8 3 This is also the intcrpretation of a Yugoslav observer who said
recently: "Peking is much closer to the Laotian leftist movement than
Moicow is." Belgrade Domestic Service, March 3, 1970, as reported in
PBIS, .arch 4, 1970.

84 "The Future of Cambodia,",• ••St" ofC a" ?"':" A'.4:"airs, Vol. 49, No. 1,
October 1970, pp. 1-10.
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and China will have to exercis! their influence in Hanoi to affect tile

course of events in Laos. It .. s, of course, conceivable that they

would decide to promote their objectives by employing direct lv,-.rage

in Laos. Without necessarily risking open conflict with Ha', oi, the

Chinese might seek to use their assets, such as the new road network

they have builL in northern Laos and their military presence in that

area, to stake out their interests in Laos. This would, naturally,

place the Pathet Lao in a very precarious position between their two

chief sponsors. One airr. of Chinese pressure might be to deny North

Vietnam easy access vi&. Laos to the northern zone of the Thai insur-

gency, support for which would then be entirely up to China. But at

least until the fighting ends in Indochina, it is difficult to see

what Peking could hope to gain by disturbing the present arrangement

with Hanoi. To Moscow, any direct and active involvement and a larger

commitment of Soviet resources in Laos must appear today an even more

unattractive option than it did in 1961, especially as the Soviets can

no longer count on China's uncomfromising hostility to the United

States.

.4•
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Appendix

SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS WITH LAOS, 1961-1971 -- A CIRONOLOGY

This chrouology supplements the discussion of Soviet and Chinese

policies in the main body of the text by listing the salient events in

the Soviet Union's and Communist China's involvement ir Laos since the

crisis there became an international concern. No such running acrount

is available elsewhere.

The data for this compilation were extracted from a wide range of

American, Lao Soviet, and Chinese literature on the subject. The

chronology assumes that the user is familiar with the major events in

the history ar! foreign relations of contemporary Laos. (For others,

the follo-ring three books can provide the necessary context: Arthur

J. Dommev, Cor.ict in Laos -- the Politics of Neutralization, Praeger

Publishers, New York, 1971 (revised edition); Paul F. Langer and :osoph

.J. Zasloff, North Vietnwn ond the Pathet Lao -- Partners in the SteggZs

jur raos, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1910; and Hugh

Toye, Laos -- Buffer 9tate or Bart'~eground, Oxford University Press,

London and rew York, 1968.)

The chronology is generally limited to events directly concerning

Laos and either of the two major Commurn.st powers, the exceptions being

a few cases in which it seemed impertant to make refere mce also to

contacts between the East European countr.es and Laos. (These ites

are enclosed in ppreatheses.) MHreover, virtually all tr.velers to

-and from the Pathet Lao zone pass throi•gh and stop in North Vietnam,

and most Lao visitors to and from the Soviet Union have until recently

traveled by way of China. Yet the compiler has not attempted a compre-

hensive survey of such stopovers; only such iniormation -s was readily

ivailable to him has been included In the chronology.

Rep oduced from

besl avlble cOp12
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Souiet Union China

1960 1960

May 14: Chou En-lai and Pham Van

Dong issue Joint Statement on Laos

in Hanoi, accusing U.S. of inter-

fering in the affairs of Laos, de-

manding release of Prince Souphanou-

vong and urging reactivation of ICC.

Sep•2: Speaking in Peking at Viet-

namese Embassy's reception in cele-

bration of 15th anniversary of the

DRV, Premier Chou En-lai says that

China has always adhered to the

Geneva Agreement and wi-hes to es-

tablish friendly relations with a

peaceful and neutral Laos.

Sep 3: Chou En-iai sends congratu-

latory message to Souvanna Phouma

upon his takin,- office as Premier

of laos, expre..ing hope that (hina

and Laos will develop friendly re-

lations on the basis of peaceful

coexistence and the Bandung Spirit.

(At the Bandung Conference, Chou

En-!ai had declared on April 23,

1955, that China did not desire to

interfere in the affairs of Lacs.)

On September 5 Souvanna replies,

expressing willingness to establish

friendly relations with the CPR.

21: ... or

' 7) ,ublishes arcicie
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by "Observer" entitled "Beware cf

the Acute Danger of U.S. Armed In-

terference in Laos."

Oct: Aleksandr Abramov, first Am-

bassador Extraordinary and Pieni- Nov 16-24: Souvanna Phouma govern-

potentiary of the Soviet Union to ment decides to establish friendly

Laos, arrives in Vientiane on relations with CPR. A diplomatic

Oct 13, and on Oct 2ý presents delegation will be sent to visit

his credentials to King Savang China. On Nov 20, Chinese govern-

Vatthana at Royal Palace in Luang ment welcomes this decision. On

Prabang. Nov 24, *Premier Souvanna Phouma asks

Dec 13: Soviet Union charges U.S. CPR to suggest date for visit of

with flouting sovereign rights of Lao goodwill mission. (Visit does

Laotian government headed by not materialize owing to Phoumi

Prince Souvanna Phoumaiq and with Nosavan's ouster of Souvanna govern-

extending overt support to rebel m~nt.)

forces of Phoumi Nosavan. Dec 14: Chinese government issues

a statement on the situation in Laos,

strongly protesting U.S. and Thai

intervention in Laotian internal

affairs and expressing full support

for stand of Vietnamese and Soviet

governments (which had previously

denounced U.S. role in Laos).

Dec 15: All-China Federation of

Labor Unions, China World Peace Com-

mittee, Afro-Asian Solidarity Com-

mittee, A-l-China Federation of Womein,

All-China Youth Federation, and All-

China StudeLts Federation issue joint

statemtnt condemning U.S. inter-

ference in Laos.
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Dec 17: In a note to the USSR, the

U.S. rejects Soviet charges of Dec _ 8: At the banquet given by

Dec 13 and condemns Soviet airlift Prince Sihanouk in Peking, Cho- En-

of weepcns and ammunition to rebel lai states that "the Laotian problem

military forces in Vientiane. should be solved by the Laotian

people themselves; no other country

should interfere."

Dec: Soviet airlift in support of Dec 19: Chinese government issues

Kong Le (coup of Aug 9) is stepped another statement demanding end to

up. On New Year's Eve, Soviet U.S. interference in Laos. It points

planes transport Kong Le and his out that U.S. armed intervention seri-

men from Vang Vieng to Plain of ously threatens peace in Asia as well

Jars. as China's security, and supports

the DRMI government's proposal for

reconvening the Geneva Conference.

Dec 19: Joint statement is signed

by Liu Shao-chi and Siha .ouk at

Peking referring to China's and

Cambodia's support of the "Laotian

people's just struggle against

foreign intervention, and for peace,

neutrality, national independence

and unity."

Dec 2u: Chou En-lai replies to

earlier cable from Pham Van Dong in

which DRV Premier appealed to China

for restoration of peace in Laos.

Chou refers to CPR statement on Laos

of preceding day.
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Dec 29: CPR Foreign Minister Chen

Yi sends letter to Soviet and British

co-chairmen of Geneva Conference,

requesting their positive action to

stop U.S. from expanding war in Laos,

stating that China, like the DRV and

the Soviet Union, wishes to see Geneva

Conferenc.e reconvened, and requesting

that ICC (inactive since Jul 1958)

be reactivated.

1960-1961

Dec 31, 1960-Jan 7, 1961: Ex-

change of letters between Prince

Souvanna Phouma and N. Khrushchev

emphasizing Laotian neutrality and

approving idea of an international

conference on Laos.

1961 1961

Jan 7: The U.S. State Department Jan6__9: Premier Chou En-lai, ad-

charges that, from December 15 dressing rally in Rangoon on Jan 6,

through January 2, at least 180 accuses U.S. of aggression in Laos

Soviet sorties of war materiel, and stresses that the Laotian problem

including personnel, were flown must be solved by the Laotian people.

into Laos in support of rebel Chu Teh seaks on same night in similar

forces. vein at reception of the Cuban Embassy

in Peking. On Jan 9, joint statement

issued by Premiers C~iou En-lal and

U Nu in Rangoon expresses deep concern

about critical situation in Laos and

calls for an end to loreign interference.
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Jan 15-18: Premier Chou En-lai en-

dorses Prince Sihanouk's -roposal to

reconvenz Geneva Conference and re-

sponds favorably to Souvanna Phouma's

call for such a conference. Foreign

Minister Chen Yi writes to co-chairmen

of the Geneva Conference in support

of Sihanouk's proposal.

Fabh2, 9: Peking rallies demonstrate

solidarity with Laotian people; Liu

Ning-I (President of All-China Federa-

tion of Trade Unions) and Chen Yi

speak at firsL meeting; Liao Cheng-

chih (Chairman of Chinese Committee

for Afro-Asian Solidarity) speaks

at second, which is also addreqsed

by Sisana Sisane, head of Laotian

delegation to Cairo Conference of

the Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee,

in Peking on way home to Laos.

Feb 10: People's Daily reports that

Chiang Kai-shek remnant troops have

entered northwestern Laos, helping

rebels under U.S. direccion and

menacing security of China. (A

similar article, giving specifics,

appears on Feb 27.)

reb 11: Chou En-lai replies favor-

ably to messages sent by Sihanouk

(d&ted 1/20/61 and 2/1/61), which

called for international conference
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to settle the Laotian question and

demanded U.S. withdrawal from Laos.

Feb 25, 27: People's Daily edito-

rializes on Laotian situation, with

special reference to "remnant Chiang

Kai-shek bandits . . . a matter of

particular and grave concern to the

Chinese people . . . a sinister and

dangerous plot of U.S. imperialism

to threaten China."

Mar 8: Chinese government agrees

to Acting Foreign Minister Quinim

Mar 23: President Kennedy Pholsena's proposal to exchange

states that Pathet Lao have in- economic and cultural missions bet-

creasing support from outside ween the two countries.

and that Soviet planes hcve flown

over one thousand sorties since

Dec.

Apr 1: Soviet aide-memoire

handed to British Ambassador in Apr 2: In Djakarta, Chen Yi says

Moscow urges a cease-fire in Laos that China "will not remain idle"

and reconvening of Geneva Con- if SEATO sends troops to take part

ference. in Laotian war.

Apr 16-22: Prince Souvaima

Phouma visits Soviet Union and

is received by Khrushchev; joint

ccmnuniqug stresses peaceful

approach to Laotian problems.

(Souphanouvong arrives in Mos-

cow during same week.)
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Apr 24: Creat Britain and USSR, Apr 22-26: Souvanna Phouna,

co-chairman of Geneva Conference, Souphanouvong, Quinim Pholsena, and

call for Laos cease-fire, which others visit China at invitation of

becomew effective in early May. Chou En-lai. On Apr 25, Chou En-lai

and Souvanna Phours issue joint state-

ment supporting the convexning of an

international conference on Laos, de-

mandinF removal of Chiang Yai-shek

forces from Laos, and agreeing to

establish diplomatic relations.

May 3: CPR Foreign Ministry protests

U.S. violation of China's air space

on %ay 2 at Sino-Laotian border

(YUr.nan).

1!ay8: Chou En-lai in Peking wel-

comes DRV and Laotian delegations

to the Geneva Conference. Chen Yi

is appointed head of CPR delegation

to the Conference. All delegations

leave Peking for Geneva the following

day.

May _0: Chou En-lai cables King of

Laos and Acting Foreign Minister

Quinim Pholsena, congratulating them

on Laos National Day.

Ma ,2: Fourteen-Nation Geneva Mav 12: Premier Souvanna Phouma

Conference on Laos opens; among cables Chou En-lai with thanks for

participants are Soviet Union China's aid to Laos.

and China.

-~A -lid
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May_17: Chinese delegation to Geneva

Conference holds press conference to

declare support for Soviet proposals

and denounce U.S. obstructionism.

May 19: Governor of Yinnan Provivce

gives reception for visiting delegz-

tion of Laotian First Military Dis-

trict headed by Khamouane Baupha.

Jun 1: Chen Yi, in speech at Geneva

Conference, denounces U.S. interven-

tion in Laos and reiterates support

for Soviet proposals as basis for

discussion.

Jun: President Kennedy and Chair- Jun 5-6: Princes Souvanna Phouma

man Khrushchev meet in Vienna and Souphanouvong visit Peking.

and tssue joint statement (Jun 4) Jun 12: Chen Yi, in speech at Geneva

reaffirming support for a neutral Conference, denies need for effective

and independent Laos. international control over neutrality

policy of Laos.

Jun 15: Premiers Chou En-lai and

Pham Van Dong issue joint communiqu6

in Peking attributing tension in

Laos to U.S. interference and opposing

Jun-Jul: Prince Soupnanouvong U.S. attempts to place Laos under in-

in Moscow. ternational control,

Jujl 2-6: Prince Souphanouvong visits

Peking (en route from ZUrich to Hanoi)

and Issues statement (Jul 5) thanking

the Chinese pc.ple for their f:aternal

and selfless support to the iaotian

people.

[ -
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Jul 18: Laotian Youth Association

delgation visits Peking en route
to Moscow to attend World Youth Forum.
Returns to Peking on Aug 14 and

leaves for home Aug 18.

Aug 9: Souvanna Phouma re-eives

Ho Wei, representing China's Afro-

Asian Solidarity Committee, who came

to take part in observance of Kong

Le coup anniversary; Ho Wei departs

Aug 12.

Oct (early): China and Laos agree

to establish consulates-general at

Phong Saly in Laos axd at Kunming

in Y"._an, China.

Nov 5: CPR (atablishes cu Economic

and Cultural Mission to Laos, tempo-

rarily headed by Chinese Aabassador

to the DRV Ho Wei. On Nov 14, Ho

and his deputy Liu Ch'un are received

in Xieng Khouang by Souvann% Phouma

and Souphanouvong. The following

day, Gezneral Kong Le gives reception

for Chinese officials.

Nov 17: Chinese Consul-General in

Phong Saly, Ting Iing-ch'ang, and

staff arrive at their post.

Dec 8: Laotian Consul-General arrives

in Kunming.
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Jan 13: At Khang Khay, represen-

tatives of CPR and RLG sign two agree-

ments: on the building, at no cost

to Laos, of a highway from Mengla.

YUnnan, to Phong Salv (the "road to

friendship") in northern Laos; and

on air-transport cooperation.

Jan 14-15: Chou En-lai in Peking

entertains Prince Souphanouvong en

route to Geneva. Re revisits Peking

toward end of month on way home.

Jan: Chinese workers and technicians

arrive in Laos to begin construction

of 50-mile highway from YUnnan border

to Phong Saly.

Apr 26-28, Jun 10-16: Laotian mili-

tary delegation, headed by Generals

!M•: Khrushchev repeatedly urges Kong Le and Singkapo, visits China

formation of a coalition govern- on way to and from USSR and Eastern

ment under Souvanna Phouma. Europe and is welcomed by the PLA

Chief of Staff and other important

military figures.

May 19: JMJP editorial reacting to

dispatch of U.S. forces to Thai-Laos

border warns against U.S. interven-

tion in Laos and states that "U.S.

aggressive moves in Southeast Asia

are a serious threat to the security

of China."
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May 13, Jun 17-19: Phong Phongsavan,

Jun 2-3: Khrushchev receives accompanied by the Governor rf Xieng
Generals Kong Le and Singkapo Khouang Province, visits Peking on
Chounramany. way to and from Soviet Union.

Jun 12: In meosages to Souvanna Jun 12: Chou En-lai sends cable to

Phouma, President Kennedy, and Souvanna Phouma congratulating him

Prime Minister Macmillan, Khrush- on reaching agreement regarding for-

chev expresses satisfaction with mation of coalition government.

formation of a coalition govern- Jun (late): CPR recognizes Laotian
inent of national unity in Laos. Provisional Government of National

Union 'established Jun 23); PeopZe's

Taily (Jun 25) carries editorial

greeting this event. Chen Yi pro-

poses exchange of ambassadors.

Jun 29-30: Quinim Pholsena and

Phoumi Vongvichit visit in Peking

en route to Geneja and meet with

Chen Yi and Chou En-lai.

Jul 3: Acting Pre2mier Souphanouvong

announces that Le.cs has decided to

establish diplomatic relitions with

China, DV, Poland, Czechoslovakia,

and East Germany.

Jul 12: Chinese Chargi d'Affaires

Liu Ch'un arrives in Vientiane and

meets with Souphanouvong and Acting

Foreign Minister Kamsouk Keola.

Jul 23: International Confer- Jul 23: _'en Y! signs for China

ence on the Settlement of the the "Declarati'n on the Neutrality

Laotian Question issues ot Laos."
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Declaration on the Neutrality of

Laos, .hich is accepted by Burma,

Cambodia, Canada, Communist China,

North Vietnam, France, Tndia, Jul 24: People's Taily publishes

Poland, Republic of Vietnam, Thai- important editorial applauding suc-

land, USSR, UK, and U.S. Andrei cessful conclusion of Geneva Con-

Gromyko signs for Soviet Union. ference, but stressing that nego-

tiated settlement was possible only

after prt'longed struggle in Laos.

JuL 25 (?): Minister of Interior

Pheng Phongsavan states that Laos

recognizes PRC government as sole

representative of China.

Jul 27- (?): Phoumi Vongvichit

arrives in Peking and attends bar.quet

given by Premier Chou En-lai.

Aug 1, 17, 23: On various state occa-

Aug 3: Testifying before House sions, Chinese Vice-Premier Chen Yi

Subcommittee on Appropriations, sharply condemns U.S. interference

W. Averell Harriman says of the in Laos and U.S. non-compliance with

USSR: "They made it plain . . . Geneva Accords.

that [their commitment as Confer-

ence co-chairman] meant that they

h• ! responsible for lhe Com-

- , four Communist coun-

t; ;1.-cluding] Chine, Viet- Sep (early): Taiwan regime severs

nan, and Poland -- provided the diplomatic relatioas with Laos. CPR

U.K. would be responsible for announces exchange of diplomatic mis-

the ethers." sions between China and Laos.
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Sep 22-'25: Prince Souphanouvong

visits Peking on his way to Mo.. ow

late Sep-Oct 23: Prince for medical treatment: received by

Souphanouvong stays in Soviet both Chou En-lai and Mao Tse-tung.

Union for rest and treatment Oct 1: Chinese Ambassador Liu Ch'un

and is received by Khrushchev. holds reception in Vientiane to

celebrate Chinese National Day;

attendants include Souvanna Phouma

and Phoumi Nosavan; CPR Economic and

Cultural Missiou also nolds recep-

tiot, in Phong Savan, Xieng Khouang

Province.

Oct 12: Chinese Ambassador to Laos

Liu Ch'un presevts credentials to

King of Laos.

Oct 24: Souphanouvong arrives in

Peking following visit to Moscow;

received by Chou En-jai on Oct 28;

leaves for home on Oct 31.

Nov: Soviet airlift terminated.

Nov 24-Dec 1: Phoumi Nosavan

visits Moscow, is received by

Khrushchev, and concludes a Nov 27: Laotian Foreign Ministry

number of economic agreements. announces that Khamking Souvan]asy

has been named LaoE' first ambAssa-

dor to China. (He arrives Jan 23,

1963, and presents his credentials

to Liu Shao-ch'i on Jan 31.)
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Dec 2-4: A Laotian delegation,
headed by Deputy Premier Phoumi

Nosavan, visi•;s Peking at invita-

tion of Chinese government. Joint

press communicui (Dec 4), following

talks bet.jeen Vice Premiers Chen Yi

and Li Hsien-nien and Phoum.' Nosovan

(Dec 2) and reception the following

day by Chou En-lai; economic, tech-

nical, and trade cooperation dis-

cussed; China agrees to extend a

long-term loan and further road-

building in northern Laos (re-

portedly, the Lao side had requested

extension of the road to Nam Tha).
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Feb 11-18: King Savang Ve'tthana,

Premier Souvanna Phouma, and

Pathet Lao leader Phoumi Vongvichit

visit USSR, and aze received by Mar 4: China-Laos Friendship Associa-

Khrushchev and Brezhnev. tion is inaugurated in Peking, having

been Initiated by seventepn Chinese

organizations.

Mar 6-10: King Savang Vatthana and

a party including Souvanna Phouma

and Phoumi Vongvichiz make state

visit to Peking; are entertained by

Mao. CPR and RLG issue joint com-

muniqui on King's visit and Sino-

Laotian friendship, reaffirming China's

respect for LeFs' neutrality and

territorial integrity.

Mar 11: Hsinhua news agency and

Laotian Information Ministry sign

agreement in Vientiane regarding

exchange of news.

_Apt3: Chou En-lai and Chen Yi send

messu.e of condolence to Souvanna

1Phouma on assassination of Laotian

Foreign Minister Quinim Pholsena

(Apr 1). JTMJP editorial (Apr 5)

blames tne U.S. for the incident.

Aor 16, 21: CPR iss,,as official

statenent on Laotian situation,

charging U.S. with plots -o d!-.-ide

Neutralists and to sow dissensicn

between them and the NLHS; suggests
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reconvening Geneva Conference. On

Apr 21, Chou En-lai speech denounces

Apr 26: In Moscow, after three- U.S. for trying to provoke new civil

hour meeting with Khrushchev, war in Lac-.

Averell Harriman announces that

Soviet Union Joints U.S. in re-

ertirming its support of the 1962 Apr 27: Madame Quinim Pblisena,

Geneva Accords on Laos, widow of assassinated foreign minister,

"arrivea iL Peking for medical treat-

ment.

May 16: Presidents Liu Shao-ch'i and

Ho Chi Minh sign joint coimuniqui in

lHnoi urgin- Geneva Conference co-

chairmen to take effective measures

against U.S. interference in Laos.

May 20: CPR Foreign Ministry issues

statement opposing U.S. agg:ession

in Laos and describing ICC as "too]

for further interference."

May 25: Highway frow Ytnnan border

to Phong Saly built by CPR as gift

foz Laos, completed in April, is

officially handed over to Laotian

(coalition) Government of National

May 29: Joint message from Union at ceremony held in Ahong Saly.

Andrei Gromyko for Soviet Union The remaining Chinese techniciann

and Alec Home for U.K. is sent to and workers leave a few days later.

Prime Minister Souvanna Phouma of JMJP (Jun 4) reports that Chou En-lai

Laos. It calls on him to propose has received message of thanks for

imeetings of the three parties to Chinese aid from Souvanna Phouma.

the conflict in Laos, and request

that they assist the ICC,
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Jun 3. Soviet draft message. de-

livered to British "mbassador in

Moscow; charges U.S. with viola-

ting Geneva Agreements by supply-

ing arms to Laotian troops. (One Jun 7: Front-paged in all Peking

of many similar Soviet draft notes papers is authorized NCNA statement

delivered during following months.) "refuting the lie spread by the

Indian and Canadian delegates to

the ICC that there were Chinese

troops" in Laos.

Jun 16: In long editorial on U.S.

intervention in Laos, PeopZe's DaiZy

expresses strong criticism of role

cf Geneva Conference co-chairmen,

UK and USSR.

Aug 3: General Kong Le leaves for

Moscow for medical treatment and

talks with Soviet authorities.

Sep 6: In Tass release, USSR

accuses U.S. of violating Geneva

Acccrds by illegally lintroducinp

aircraft into Laos. (DepartmenL

of State brands charge as "pure Sep 10: Souvanna Phouma receives

propaganda.") CPR Ambassador Liu Ch'un, who ex-

presses grave concern about tense

situation in Vientiane.

3:t 1: Voice of Laos and PL Radio

greet l1th inniversary of CPR; Prince

Scuphanouvong speaks in app:eciation

of. CPR's political support for Laos.
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Mid-Oct: Peking hosts International

Buddhist Conference; attended by

Venerable Thepbouary Phra Maha Khamtan,

President of Buddhist Association

of Laos.

Oct 21 (?): CPR Ambassador Liu Ch'un

hands note to Laotian acting foreign

minister, protesting act of "certain

Laotian government officials in fol-

lowing the U.S. 'two-China' plot."

Oct 30-Nov 3: Souvanna Phouma

visits Moecow and is received

by Khrushchev.

Nov 12: Chinese Embassy in Laos de-

liveres note to Foreign Ministry,

protesting Phoumi Nosavan's charge

of Nov 2 that China fails to respect

independence of Laos.

Dec 19 (?) - Mar 30, 1964: Laotian

Health Minister Khame -k Keola

visits Peking; recei . by Lo Jui-

ching, Teng Hsiao-ping, Chou E.-lai,

and Chen Yi.
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Feb: Laotian youth delegation a..rives

in Peking (February 8). Issues joint

statement (February 29) with its

Chinese counterpart, pledging mutual

support in struggle against American

imperialism.

Apr 4-8: RLG goodwill delegation led

by Souvanna Phouma visits Peking;

Chou En-lai entertains at state dinner.

China-Laos joint communique' is issued,

calling for peaceful settlement of

Laotian situation.

Apr 9: CPR Political Consultative

Committee sends greetings to Se.ond

NLHS Congress in Sam Neua.

Apr 21: Tass condemns military

coup attempt by Kouprasith Abhay

and declares Soviet Union's con-

tinuing support for the coalition

government of national union Apr 22: CPR Foreign Ministry de-

headed by Prince Souvanna Phouma. clares that rightisZ coup in Laos,

on Apr 19, was jointly engineered

by U.S. and Laotian reactionaries

and that China cannot recognize any

change in the national union govern-

ment made under these circumstances.

Apr 27: Pathet Lao launch heavy

attacks on RLG and Neutralist

forces. Britain and Soviet Union

seek to arrange a cease-fire.
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May__3: In reply to Souphan.uvong's

letter of Apr 24, Chen Yi sends letters

to Britain and Soviet Union charging

that U.S. has promoted military coup

of Apr 19, and proposing that co-

May 21: The Soviet Union en- chairmen reconvene the Geneva Con-

dorses a French proposal to re- ference. (Statement is followed by

convene Fourteen-Nation Con- similar ones during the next weeks.)

ference on Laos.

May: Souvanna Phouma asks USSR

for military aid. Pathet Lao

object to such aid, and Soviet

Union rejects Souvanna's request.

MayL6: Soviet draft message con- May 26: In note to Fritish co-

demning U.S. reconnaissance chtairman, Chinese government vin6i-

flights in Laos is delivered to cates actions of pro-Cnmnunist Neutra-

British Ambassador in Moscow. lists on the ýlain of Jars as Inevi-

May 26; Jun 6: Exchange of table outcome of the Apr 19 military

letters between Foreign Minis- coup in Vientiane.

ters Chen Yi and Andrel Gromyko

regarding worsening of Laos prob-

lem, recommending convotation of

another Geneva Conference.

Jun 11: T-28 bomb Khang Khay, hitting

Chinese Economic and Cultural Mission,

killing one Chinese (Souphanodvong and

Phoumi Vongvichit attend funeral), and

wounding five others. Chinese govern-

Jun 16: Representatives of ment lodges strong protest (Jun 13)

Geneva Conference co-chairmen and organizes protest rally in Peking.

and ICC visit Khang Khay.
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Jun 19: Delegation of Laotian Bud-

dhists, headed by Khantan, arrives

in Peking at invitation of Chinese

Buddhist Association.

Jun 24: Chen Yi warns that his coun-

try will not "sit idly by while the

Jun 30: Soviet draft message, Geneva Agreements are completely torn

referring to complaint by Prince up...

Souphanouvong and Chen Yi, con-

demns U.S. bombing of Khang Khay

and destruction there of CPR

Economic and Cultural Mission.

Jul 26: Soviet statement charges

that U.S. has violated 1962 Geneva

Accords by leaving military per-

sonnel in Laos and continuing to

give ur'lateral military aid to re-

actionary forces there; also charges

that U.S. aircraft are conducting

reconnaissance flights over the coun-

try and bombing Pathet Lao areas.

Statement proposes convening of new

Fourteea-Nation Conference on Laos.

Jul 29: NLIIS 49-member cultural mis-

sion visits Peking at invitation of

China-Laos Friendship Association;

conducts perfoemances, attended by

Liu Shao-ch'i on Sep 3.

Aug 22-24: Souphanouvong and Phoumi

Vongvichit, on way to tripartite talks

in Paris, confer with Chen Yi in Peking.
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Aug-Sep: Souphanouvong visits

Moscow. In a number Of speeches,

Khrushchev accuses U.S. of being

responsible for aggravation of

the situation in Laos.

Sep 30-Oct 12: Prince Souphanouvong

and Phoumi Vongvichit return to

Peking to attend CPR anniversary

celebrations. Are joined by other

NLHS and Neutralist delegations (among

them journalists and broadcasting per-

Sep-Oct: Deputy Prime Minister sonnel, who leave Peking on Oct 21).

Phoumi Nosavan in Moscow. Oct 1: NL11S Central Committee holds

meeting to mark 15th anniversary of

CPR; participants include Kaysone

Phomvihan and Kamtay Siphandone.

Oct 19: Souphanouvong sends congratu-

lations to Chou En-lai on China's

first nuclear bomb explosion. Leader

of pro-Communist Neutralists, Colonel

Deuane, characterizes China's pos-

session of A-bomb as important con-

tribution to peace. Similar comments

are made on the Pathet Lao radio and

by Phoumi Vongvichit and Nouhak

Phomsavan, On October 20, Neutralist

leaders Khamsouk Keola and General

lHeuan Mongkholvilay cable congratu-

lations to Chen Yi on explosion of

Cnina'o first atemlc bomb.
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Nov 3-5 and tec 31-Jan 7, l65: En

route to and from tripartite talks

in Paris, Phouml Vongvichit stops

over in Peking.

Nov 12: NLHS delegation headed by

Sithon Khommpdam, which has been in

China since early Oct in connection

Dec 30: Replying to note of with CPR's 15th anniversary celebra-

Foreign Minister Xuan Thuy of tions, leaves for Hanoi.

DRV, Gromyko condemns U.1 in-

terference in Laos. Dec 31: Chen Yi sends telegram to

Souphanouvong, endorsing dei~and for

speedy reconvening of Geneva Con-

ference.

1965 1965

Jan 4: Souphanauvong sends congratu-

latory cable to Liu Shao-ch'i, Chu Teh,

and Chou En-lal on their reelection by

CPR People's Congress.

Jan 19: Soviet draft message Jan 19: Lin Pieo sends congratulatory

handed to British ambassador in cable t: Khamtay Siphandone on 16th

Moscow; notes that U.S. actions anniversary of Pathet Lao Fighting

"create new obstacles to a peace- Forces.

ful settlement" and violate Geneva Jan 20: Chen Yi writes to Geneva co-

Agreements. chairmen, protesting large-scale U.S.

bombing of liberated areas in Laos

and demanding that Soviet and British

governments take steps to check U.S.

armea aggression in laos.
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Feb 7: Major lass statement con-

demning U.S. aggression in Lacs.

Feb 7: In speech in Hanoi, Soviet

Prime. Minister Kosygin accuses U.S.

of "grossly violating" Ceneva Agree-

ments of 1962 and supports calling

of an International Conference on

Laos.

Feb 14: Joint Soviet-North Korean

statement (Soviet delegation led

by Kosygin) advocates "convening,

without any preliminary conditions"

a conference of the 14 signatories

to 1962 Geneva Accords in order to

solve Laotian question.

Feb 23: Prince Souphanouvong sends

message to USSR Minister of Foreign

Affairs, protesting U.S. bombing

of Laos.

Mar: Article in Soviet journal

Mez'idunarcdnaia Zhizn' (Inter-

national Life) derides U.S. claims

that North Vietnamese forces are

in Laos.

Mar 4: Soviet ambassador to Laos

and Polish member of ICC arrive in

Khang Khay by ICC helicopter to

visit N'LHS Central Committee.
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Mar 31-Apr 1: Mme Quinim Pholsena,

at gathering in Peking on Apr 1 and
in speech broadcast by Radio Peking

on Mar 31, observes 2nd anniversary

of her husband's assassination.

(Hereafter she acts as spokesman for

Lao revolutionaries in Peking.)

Apr 14-16, 22-25: Souphanouvong,

General Phoun Sipaseuth, Sisara Sisane,

and DRV Premier Pham Van Dong visit

Kunming en route to and from Djakarta

celet ations of 10th anniversary of

Bandung Conference; receptions at-

Apr 29: At conclusion :f talks tended by Chu Teh, Chen Yi, and Yunnan

in ?aris between Soviet Foreign Province CCP secretary.

Minister Gromyko and French

Foreign Minister Couve de Mur-

ville, a joint statement urges

that 1954 and 1962 ;eneva Agree-

ments be implemented to reaffirm

independence of Vietnam, Cambodia,

and Laos. Apr 30: Five-man Laotian youth

delegation arrives in Peking.

Mid-May: Souphanouvong congratulates

Peking on China's second successful

nuclear test. Nouhak Phoumsavan

states that this Chinese feat foils

U.S. strategy of nuclear blackmail.

Other Laotian revolutionary leaders

term Chinese nuclear device "bombs

of peace." Pathet Lao Radio comments

in similar vein.
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Jul 23, Aug 14, Aug 19: Souphanou-

vong writes to Chen Yi, enclosing

NLHS-CC statew.ct on !CC in Laos.

Chen Yi replies, endorsing statement.

Souphanouvong acknowledges reply,

thanking Chinese people for their
"unconditional aid."

Ju__ 26: People's Daily supports NLXS

demand to the Conference co-chiirmen

that they consider suspending sc-

tivities of ICC in Laos since it has

become "a tool of American aggression."

Aug 3 (?): Supreme Command of Pathet

Lao Fighting Forces sends congratula-
tory cable to Lin Piao on 38th anni-

versary of Chinese PLA.

Sep 28: Delegation of Laotian Govern-

ment Employees Association arrives

in Peking.

SeD 29: CPR Economic and Cultural

Mission in Khang Khay gives reception

to celebrate 16th anniversary of CPA.

Oct 11-13: Chinese People's Political

Consultative Conference sende greetings

to NLHS on 20th anniversary of Laotian

revolution. The following day an anni-

versary rally is held in Khang Khay,

with representatives of CPR and DRV

missions in attendance. On Oct 13 the

two missions give joint reception to

mark anniversary.
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Nov 8: Spokesman of Chinese People's

Political Consultative Conference ex-

presses full support for revolution

and program of the National Political

(consultative) Joint Conference of

NLES and Patriotic Neutralists (held

in Spi Neua in October).

Nov: Forty-eight-member NLHS

artistic troupe visits USSR, Mon-

golian People's Republic, and

other Socialist countries.

Nov 22: CPR F..reign Ministry protests

U.S. bombing of Khang Khay, the Chinese

Mission, and office of Hsinhua News

Agency.
Nov 25: Geneva Conference co-

chairmen propose that ICC con-

tinue in Laos for another year

if no objection is raised by

signatories.

Dec 15: Izvestia states that

ICC Report No. 35 (regarding

DRV interference in Lacs) is

illegal since it ioes not have

endorsement of Polish represen-

tative on the Commiss:;on.

Dec z4: USSR distributes message

from Phoumi Vongvichit to 1962

Geneva Conference countries, con-

den.ning U.S. aggressive acts.
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Jan 19: Lin Piao sends congratulatory

message to Khamtay Siphandone on

"17th anniversary of LPIA.

Feb 19: CPR Foreign Ministry pro-

tests U.S bombing, on Feb 18, of

Chinese Consulate General in Pnong

Saly. (On Mar 24, Ameriran plones

reportedly again bomb Khang Khaý

and residences of Chinese Mission

members there, and Chinese Foreign

Ministry again protests raid.)

Feb 12: Laotian delegation to Havana

Solidarity Conference of Asian,

African, and Latin American Peoples,

headcd by Phoumi Vonrvichit, arrivea

in Peking on Ivay home.

Mar 30 - early Oct: Forty-t•ember

N•LHS song-and-dance troupe Lours

,'"ina. Performances attended by high

Chinese offic.ial3, including Chou

En-lai and Chu Teh. Reportedly,

.roupe returns home with 600 c pies

of Mao's works.

AU__': Soviet Fnreign Ministry

diuLributes telegrams from Phoumi

Vongv'chit, dated Feb 10 and 20

to countries involved in 1962

Geneva Corference; telegramzs con-

demn U.S aggressive acts in-

volving .ilso use of Thai forces.
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Apr_19: Delegation of NLHS jour-

nalists and broadcasters arrives in

Peking.

y__ .: A group of ChInese acrobats

from Yiinnan returns home, after having

toured Xieng Khouang Province of Laos

since Mar !3.

May 10-11: Souphanouvong sends Chou

En-lai congratulatory telegram ot*

China's third nuclear test. General

Singkapo reportedly describes event

as great victory of Maoist thought.

Khiamsouk Keola, as -.. presentative of

the pro-Communis, Neutralists, also

sends congratulations.

M•y 11: Laotian cultural lelegation,

)- d by vice-chairman of Laotian

May-Jun: King and Queen of Laos, PatrioLic Teachers Association, visits

acc•cmpanied by Premier Souvanna Peking.

Phouma, vis.t Soviet Union at

invitacion of President Podgorny. May-Aag 16: Delegation of Federation

May 23: Soviet Foreign Ministry of Laotian Functionaries tours China

distributes telegrams from . at invitatiou of All-China Federation
of Trade Unions.

Vongvichit (dated Mar 16 an.o

Apr 18) to 1962 Geneva Conference

participants, with details of in-

tensified U.S. bonbing raids, in-

clading use of B-52s.

Jun 3: Soviet Foreign Ministry

circulates telegrar f;'om Phoumi
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Vongvichit to participants in

1962 Geneva Conference; telegram

calls aLtention to %dened scale

of U.S. bombing and use of napalm Jun 21: People's Daily, reporting

against population. from Khang Khay, claims that General

Singkapo, Colonel Deuane, and other

leading figures in Xieng Khouang

praise China's Cultural Revolution

and Mao Tse-tung's thought. On

Jul 14 same paper quotes Nouhak

Phoumsavan as speaking highly of
Mao's thought.

Jun 27-Jul 9: Afro-Asian Writers'

Emergency Meeting in Peki-9, attended

by Laotian delegation headed by

Outama Chounramany, passes resolution

on Laos condemning U.S. imperialism.

(Full group received by Mao on Jul 17.)

Jul 1: On occasion of visit of

President de Gaulle to USSR, a

declaration is issued which refers

to situation in Southeast Asia and

touches on the "ever more unstable

situation" in Cambodia and Laos.

Jul 3: CPR Foreign Ministry charges

Jul 6: Warsaw Treaty member U.S. with making prepars' ions for

states, representeO at Bucharest sending its ground foices into Laos.

meeting, issue statement pro-

testing U.S. bombing in beos and

American interference in Laos'

internal affairs.
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Jul 14: At Soviet-Indian friend-

ship rally held in Kremlin, Pre-

mier Kosygin's speecb includes

indictment of U.S. aggression in

Laos, "where the peaceful popula-

tion is being annihilated."

Jul 15: Pravda publishes inter-

view of its correspondent I.

Shcnedrov with LPLA Commander-in-

Chief Khamtay, who strtsses soli-

darity with Soviet Union.

Jul 24: Pravda's .pecial corre-

spondert I. Shchedrov accuses

QG.rman armed forces of "making

extersive use of the U.S. armed

intervention in South Vietnam

a.d Laos for its own barbaric ex-

pEriments in using chemical weapons

under 'battle conditions."

J-l 29: CPR Economic and Culrural

%Mission in Khong Khay holds reception

to mark 39th Rnniversary of PLA.

General Singkapo and Colonel Deuane

attend. Reportedly, they make remarks

praising Thoughts of Mao. (Similarly,

Nouhak Phoumsavan is quoted by Pecrle's

5ail'u of Sep 7 as praising %.ao's con-

cept of people's war.) On July 31,

Colonel Deuane and Khamtay Siphandona

send corgratulatory telegrams to Lin

Pa on 39th anniversary of PLA.
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Aug 1_ 9 Soviet President Podgorny

and Premier Kosygin thank NLHSiC-ntral Com.ittee for an earlier

message of good wishes.

Aug 25: Soviet co-chairman of 1962

Geneva Conference acknowledges re-

ceipt of letter frLm Phoumi Vong-

z vichit citing numerous instances

of U.S. armed intervention in Laos.

17 Aug 29: NLHS broadcasts state- Aug 29: Phoumi Vongvichit sends

ment protesting Jun 14 iCC Report letter to Chen Yi and enclosas NLHS

(accusing the NLHS and DRV), aLd stateent of Aug 29 condemning U.S.

"warmly welcoming the just and imperialists. Chen Yi replies on

correct attitude of the Polish Oct 2 stating that ICC has becore

delegation [to the ICCI and the tool of U.S. imperialists and that

Soviet Government," Soviet and British governmenti are

playing role of ac=zmplices.

Sep27, Sep 29, Oct 1: On occasion

of 17th anniversary of CPR, Souphanou-

vong sends congratulations to Liu

"Shao-ch'i, Chu Teh, and Chou Ln-lai.

WCh~na's Economic and Cultural Mission

j .cýang Khay marks anniversary with

reception attended by Nouhak

Phounsavan, Colonel Deuane, Phosmi

Vongvichit, and General SinSkapo.

SIn Vieztiane, CPR Ambassador Liu

Ch'un holds reception at Chinese

Embassy; Laotian official& and NLHS
representative Zot Phetrasy attend.
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Oct 11: Economi: and Cultural Mis-
sions of DRV and ý.'R hold joint ban-

quet in Khang Kha; to celebrate

Laotian Revolution Day.

Oct 12: Photographic exhibit on

Laotian liberation struggle opens

ar. Peking Exhibition Center in honor

of 21st anniversary of Laotian in-

dependence; sponsored by China-Laos

Friendship Association.

Oct 30: Phoumi Vongvichit, visiting

Chinese Economic and Cultural Mission

in Laos to extend congratulations on

China's successful nuclear test, is

quoted as describing test as "a

brilliant example . . . in self-reliant

defense buil4up and development .

Nov 1 (?): Souphanouvong sends con-

gratulatory cable to Chou En-lai on

China's successful nuclear test. So

does Khamtay Siphandone in aessage

to Lin Piao.

(Nov 26: Souphanouvong sends congra-

tulatory telegram on 22nd anniversary

of Albanian liberation.)

Dec 29: Swuphanouvon= sends :ongra-

tulatory telegxam to Chou En-lci on

Cna's latest atomic explosion.
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Jan 20: Ambassador Lj.u Ch'un is re-

called from Vientiane to Peking for

consultations of indefini.te duration.

Jan 20: On Laotian Army Day, leaders

of CPR Economic and Cultural Mission

in Khang Khay call on Xieng Khouang

Headquarters to extend gre.:tngs;

Lin Piao telegraphs congratulations

to Khamtay Siphandonie.

Jan 30: Sisana Sisane and Sithon

Khommadam visit Peking and meet with

Foreign Minister Chmn Yi.

Jan 30: Chinese artistic troupe from

Yilnnan, in Laos since early Nov, gives

farewell performance, attended by

Souphanouvong, Kaysone Phomvihan, and

Nouhak Phoumsavan. Sisana Sisane

makes speech expressing hope for er-at

victories of Chinese revolution di-

rect-d by Mao Tse-tung.

Mar 3: ?LHS Central Committee state-"

ment supports CPR Defense Ministry

protest (Feb 21) against J.S. viola-

Lion of Chinese air space near Hainan

Island.

Mar 4: Reception in Peking marks

4tu anniversary of China-Laos Friend-

ship Society; Lien Kuan (chairman)

and Mma ýuinim Pholseua speak.

!, --
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Mar 10: Peking Review claims that

Political Department of Xieng Khouang

LP•A has translated Mao's hroblem of'
SS3trategy in Chinals Rev•olutionary War

i?• and assigned it for study by its

Apr 21: Chinese team of cameramen,

in Laos since late Dec 1966, leaves

Apr 24: Gromyko issues state- for home after having made several

ment calling attention to "con- documentary films.

tinuing deterioration of the

political situation in Laos,"

a "direct consequence of ag-

gressive actions by the U.S.A."

May 6: In interview broadcast

by Radio Prague, Souphanouvong

makes first public statement ex- Jun 18-19: On China's first success-

pressing allegiance to Marxism ful test of an H-bomb, Scuphanouvong

and Communism. congratulates Chou En-lai; Khawmtay

Siphandone, Lin Piao. Phoumi Vong-

vlchit visits CPR Economic and Cul-

turai Mission in Khang Khay to convev

congratulations.

Jun-Juli Soviet journalists

visit NLHS-control]ed Sam Neua

Province.

Jul 1: Phoumi Vongvichit visits CPR

Economic and Cultural Mission in Khang

Khay tc corvey congratulations on 46th

anniversary of CCP.
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Jul 7: Peking Review states that the

Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung

Jul 8: Joint communique' by are iow available in the Lantian lan-

Soviet leaders and visiting gu3ge.

French Premier GZcr-ge Pompidou

stresses that war in Indochina,

especiall., in Laos and Cambodia,

represents danger to world Jul 27: Neutralist Commander Colvnel

peace. Deuane, in a message to Lin Piao,

thanks him for CPR's generous support,

closing with "Long live Chairman Mao

Tse-tung. Long li.ve Marshal Lin Piao."

Jul 28: Article in People's Daily

states: "It is because they have

relied on guun that the Laotian people

have brought about an excellent sit-

uation in the!.r revolutionary struggle."

Ac:uses Soviets of acting in Laos as

accomplices of U.S. and of trying to

halt armed struggle of Laotian re-

volutionaries.

AuAj: On 40th anniversary of PIA:

Colonel Deuane and Khamtay Slphandone

itend congratulatory cables to Lin

Piao; Phoumi Vongvichit visits CPR

Economic and Cultural Mission in

Khang Khay.

Sep 27: CPR Economic and Cultural Mis-

sion in Khang Rhay holds reception to

celebrate. 18th anniversary of CPR;

Phoumi Voagvichit (and several lesser

leaders) attend. 4

- A
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Sep: Moscow stage ar-ýists tour

NLHS zone and are received by

Souphanouvong. Sep 29: Laotian cultural and educa-

tional delegation visits China at in-

vitation of China-Laos Friendship

Association to take part ia National

Day celebrations.

Oct 1: On CPR's lith anniversary:

Souphanouvong sends congratulatory

telegram to Chou En-lai expressing

thanks for "selfless and generous

assistance" and declaring that China's

possession of nuclear bomb constitutes

tremendous contribution to anti-

colonial straggle; Phoumi Vongvichit

attends National Day reception at CPR

Economic and Cultural Mission in Laos.

Oct 4: Souphanouvong sends Oct 4: Mao, Lin, Chou, and Chen Po-ta

lengthy telegram to Podgorny receive foreign friends in Peking,

and Kosygin (on 50th anniversary including Laotian Cultural and Educa-

of October Revolution), express- tional Delegation and Khamlieng

ing gratitude for "the sincere Pholsena.

support and great aid of the

USSR." Oct 11: On 22nd anniversary of

Uaotian Revolution: Chou En-lai

cables congratulations tr Souphavou-

vonu; 1e Quinim Pholsena holds

gathering in Peking the next day.
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Occ 12: An article about Laos in

People's Doaily describes situation

as excellent for revolutionary iorzes

and claims that by "accumulattng

small victories" they will b. able

to change balance of forces o'itween

them ard enemy.

Oct 31: Plictographic exhibition cover-

ing the 22-year Laotian revc-lutionary

struggle opens in Peking. Prime item

is huRe photo showing Mao shaking

hands with Souphanouvong. Sponsored

by China-Laos Friendship Association

and China Pcace Committee.

Nov 28: Souvanna Phouma sends letter

to Chou En-lai, appealing to China

as great power which has observed

stipulations of 1962 Geneva Accords,

Nov 30: Izvestia carries inter-- and complaining about North Vietnamese

view with Souphanouvong by its violations of Laotian neutrality.

special correspondent, M.

Il'insky. Sounhanouvong points

to close relations between

Soviet Union and Laos and to (Dec 9: According to a Tirana broad-

former's assistance to Lao na- cast, Enver Poxha, Firrt Secretary of

tional liberation struggle. Albanian Workers Party [closely linked

to Peking] :aas received, on the occasion

of 23rd anniversary of Albanian re-o-

lution, c, ngratulatory messages from

Souphanouvong and Kaysine, both of

whom p:aise "correct leadership of

thi b.ibanlan party.")

SA
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Dec 14: Soviet ambassador to

Laos holds reception in Vientiane

for newly appointe!d ambassador to

USSR, Phagna Bouasy.

Yid-Dec: Phoumi Vongvichit sends

letter to Soviet and British co-

chairmen of Geneva Conference com-

plaining about Thai troops irn

Sayaboury Province.

1968 1968

Jan 3: New Laotian ambassador,

Phagna Bouasy, presents his cre-

dentials to Soviet President Jan 12 : CPR Foreign Ministry (re-

Fodgorny. ferrir to alleged intrusion into and

bombing of Yinnan on Jan 7 by three

Lrotian planes -- "pirate planes of

U.S. imperialism") warns that Chinese

government and people "are closely

following the developnents in Laos"

Jan 16: Yrasnaia Zvezda (Red and "are not to be trifled with. .

Star) publishes interview of

Colonel 0. Ivanov with Prince

Souphanouvong. Jan 19: Lin Piao greets 19th anni-

versai: of PLA (mnessage to Khamtay

Sipnandone).

Mar 3: Rb1az'da prints interview

wit:. Prince Souphaneuvong by

special cor-espondent Yo'. 3enenov,

who spen, two weeks in ComnunisZ

zone of Laos. Souphanouvong

B
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states: "Naturally, the lessons

of the Soviet Union, the lessons

of the Russian Revolution, ren-

dered us great assistance in our

struggle. We will alwayp adhere

to the principles of Marnism-

Leninism, and L.enin's bust is

always on my table."

Mar (early): Soviet journa-

listz visit editorial depirtment

of Radio Pathet Lao, where they Mar 27: In article praising vic-

meet with its director, Central tories of the LPLA, Peopie's Daily

Committee member Sisara. accuses Soviets of seeking to strangle

Laotian and Indochinese peoples' revo-

lutionary struggle.

Mar 29: CPR Foreign Ministry state-

ment protests U.S. bombing (Mar 21

Sand 22) of Khang Khay and CPR Mission

quarters there.

Mid-Apr: NCNA interviews ,.oumti' ong-

Apr18: USSR Defense Minister vichit regarding Mao's Apr 16 state-

A. Grechko sends thanko to LPLA ment (supportIng Afro-American struggle).

Cominander-in-Chief Khamtay (Lao-language edition of sta.ement is

Sipnandone for hfs greetings issued by Peking shortly thereafter. j
on 52nd anniversary of Soviet Pekirg Re;view [Jun 14) also refer., to

A.med Forces. Lao-language edition cý ,Uota*ions

fro': Chai•r,' 1.'ao TPse-tunga.)

Ap L2 7 : Pho-mi Vongvichit writes to

Geneva co-chairmen, protesting alleged

U.S. bombing (Ap- 21 and 22) of CPR

Economic and Cultural Mission in Khang

Khay.
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May-June: Pravda (May 28) sup-

ports Pathet Lao position that

U.S. reference to the Laos issue

at Paris talks on Vietnam is "com-

pletely illegitimate." Similar editc-

rial appears in izvestia (Jun 15).

May 31: Krasnaia Zvezda accuses

U.S. military of plans to seize

Lsos as base of operations for

war in Vietnam.

Jun: USSR Supreme Soviet

Presidium appoints Vik:or Minin

artassador to Laos, replaciuS

Boris Kirnasovsky.

(Jul 7: Khamtay S ?handone sends

Jul (early): NLHS (and Viet- congratulatory wessaLe on occasion

namese) youth delegations, on of 25th ax.niversary of Albanian

way to World Youth Fertival in People's Army.)

Sofi-t, stay over for several

days in Soviet Union,

Jul 30: CPR Econe-nic and Cultural

Missicn in Khang Khay holds reception

to celebrate 41st anniversarj of PLA,

with Generals iipraseuth and Singkapo

in attendance.

Au _l: Lin Piao receives congratula-

Aug 6: Pravda publishes A. tory rssa3e from Khmitay Siph-ndone

Vasily-v inter- -ew with Prince on PLA's 41st anniur•:iy.

Souphau~uvn=g, who expresses

gratitude for Soviet Union's

"invaluable aid."

-[ -- ' . ~ ~ -- r-~- - - ~
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Sep Viktor Mirin, new Soviet

ambassador to Laos, pxesents cre-

dentials to King in Luang Prabang.

Sep 4: Radio Pathet Lao edito-

rially supports .viet inte.ven-

tion in Czechos-lovakia.

Sep27: SouDhaitouvonS rends con-

gratularory cable to Mao on CPR Na-

tional Day.

Sep 27: After attending functions

in North Korea, Sitbor- Ko=.sda and

two other NLHS-CC =embers visit

Peking aud :eet with Chen !i.

Sep 29: CPR Economic and Cultural

"Mission in Laos gives reception to

celebrat- CPR's 19th anniversary,

with C;ener..' Singkapo and Neutralist

representative Lt. Col. Kongsy in

attendance.

Oct 1: CPR chargi d'affalres and

interim in Vientiane holds National

Day celebration at Embassy; both RLG

officials and NLHS representatives

SA attend.

Oct 11: Chou En-lai sends congratu-

Mid-Oct: A Komsonol delegation latc.ry =essmge to Sotiphano--vong on

led by Torsuyev (sp?). Secretary 23rd anniversary of Laotian Revolu-

of the Konsonol Central Cor- tiom (independence) Day.

-ittee, visits Laotian free zone

1 at invitation of Laotian Youth
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Federation; greetings on 23rd

anniversary of Laotian In-

dependence day.

Nov 8: NIHS Central Command

holds ra. - celebrating 51st

anniversary of October Revolu-

tion (participants include

Faydang, Sir'--ae Ko•adam,

Phoumi Vongvzhit, Phoune

Sipraseuth, Souk Vongsak, Mme

Kha=phenp, Boupha).

Nov 11, 13: Prince Souphanou-

vong sends congratulatory message

to ?odgorny and Kosygin on •Ist

61,_nivernar- of October Revolution.

(Dec 2: Albanian sources report that

Souphanouvong and Kaysone have sent

messages to Enver Hoxha on occasion

of 24th anniversary of Albanian lib-

eration.)

Dec 3: Vientiane officials report

that, about three months ago, two CPR

battalions moved into North Laos to

begin work on China-Muong Sai road.

Dec 25: Souphanouvong sends greetings

to Mao on occasion of his 75th birth-

day.

Dec 26: NCNA releases analysis of

situation 3.n Laos, cautioning against

attempts op part of "U.S. imperialism
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and its lackeys in Laos, with the co-

ordination of the Soviet revisionist

renegade clique" to create atmosphere

for peace talks.

Dec 31: Souphanouvong sends congratu-

latory message to Mao, Lin, and Chou

on China's Euccessful hydrogen bomb

test. Similar message is sent by

Neutralist leader Colonel Deuane.

Pathet Lao Radio also hails Chinese

feat.

1969 1969

Jan 15: Pravda article reports Jan 15: The Times (London) publishes

on the NLHS program adopted at interview with Souvanna Phouma, who

movement's Third Congress states that relations with China are

(Oct 25-Nov 1, 1968). good and that Chimese road-building

in North Laos relates to an aid pro-

ject originally agreed on by Phoumi

Nosavan in 1963. (By February, new

road reportedly completed as far as

Muong Sai.)

Jan 19: Lin Piao sends usual congra-

tulatory telegram to Khamtay Siphan-

Jan: NLHS Red Cross delegation, done on 20th anniversary of LPLA.

led by Dr. Khamlieng Pholsena, (The previous day, LPLA had gtven

pays two-week visit to Soviet Red anniversary reception in Xieng Khouang

Cross: latter pledges continued Province, attended by Yang Tse-min,
"1"moral support and medical aid." a leading member of the Chinese Mis-

sion.) Another anniversary reception,

also attendqd by a representative of
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the Chinese Mission in Xieng Khouang,

is held Jan 22 by Neutralist command.

Jan 28: In response to complaints

to Geneva Conference co-chairmen

from NLHS Secretary General Phoumi

Vongvichit, USSR Foreign Minister

Gromyko issues statement strongly

condemning increased U.S. aggres-

sion in Laos.

Jan 29: Pravda reports on NLHS

memorandum detailing U.S. acts

of aggression against Laos.

Jan 29-early Feb: Tiao Souk

Vongsak, leading delegation of

Laotian Afro-Asian Solidarity Com-

mittee, visits USSR. Delegation

includes Sisana Sisane, member of

NLHS Central Committee, and

Nouphanh Sidphasay, president of

Laotian Ycuth Association.

Jan 30: NLHS applauds Soiiet

Foreign Ministry statement of

Jan 28; accuses British co-

chairman of trying to cover up

U.S. aggression.

Feb 5: Two RLG officials return

from USSR to Vientiane after com- Feb 8: Yueh Tai-heng, councillor and

pleting a one-year course in chargi d' ffaires of CPR embassy in

climatology. Vientiane, returns to Lacs after two-

year absence. (Yueh was posted to

Laos in fall of 1952.)

I
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Feb (early): Viktor Minin, Soviet

ambassador to Laos, accompanied by

Soviet military attache, visits

Pathet Lao-controlled zone carrying

a personal message of Souvanna

Phouma to Souphanouvong. Un return

to Vientiane, meets briefly with

Souvanna Phouma to deliver Souphanou-

vong's reply.

Feb 13: Izve8tia reports on "sharp

intensification of U.S. armed inter-

vention in Laotian informal affairs,"

referring to Dec 17, 18, and 30, 1968,

and Jan 11, 1969, messages from

Phoumi Vongvichit to co-chairmen of

Geneva Conference.

Feb 24: Governor of Houa Phan (Sam

Neua) Province, In communiqu6, notes

that U.S. halted bombing while Soviet

- - ambassador to Laos visited free zone.

Mar 22: Pravda suggests that earlier

exchange of messages between Souvanna

Phouma and Souphanouvong has stirred

hopes fcr renewal of contacts between

main political forces in Laos, but

that American intervention is main
obstacle to such a process.

Mar 27: NLHS hails "correct stand"

of Soviet co-chairman, as contrasted

with his British counterpart siding

with imperialists.

*1.3=
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Apr 1: In his report to 9th Congress

of CCP, Lin Piao briefly touches on

Laos, stating taat armed struggle of

Laotian people is steadily growing

in strength and that China firmly

supports this struggle.

May 11l: At opening of parliament

in Laos, USSR is represented by a

chargi d'affaires, but Chinese and

North Vietnamese diplomats are ab-

sent (to show disapproval of 1967

legislative elections, Ln which

N'LHS did not participate).

May 15: Souvauna Phouma gives

banquet for M. Kapitsa, chief of

Southeast Asia Division of Soviet

Foreign Ministry, who is visiting

Laos and nearby countries.

.X: Soviet President Podgorny

sends greetings to King of Laos

on Laotian Constitution Day.

May 19-26: Soviet Afro-Asian

Solidarity Committee del.ýgation

visits NlIHS zone.

May 21-26: Soviet Afro-Aslan

Solidarity Committee deleg3tion

visits liberaced zone. Soviet

and Laotian committees issue

joint communiqug opposing U.S.

aggression in Laos; received by

Phoumi Vongvichit.

_-AA
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May 25-June 13: Five high-ranking

Lao monks from government-

controlled areas visit USSR at

invitation of Soviet government.

Jun 11-24: Fifteen-member Soviet

artist ensemble tours Sam Neua

area at invitation of NLHS.

Jun 24: Establishnrent of new air

route, Moscow to Hanoi via Laos,

is announced by Tass.

Jun 27: R. Khachatryan, Secretary

of American CP Central Committee

4 •and leader of delegation of Soviet

Solidarity C.mmittee which has

returned from Laos, tenorts in

P%-rxda his impressions of li-

arated areas.

(Jul 12: Pathet Lao Radio broadcasts

editorial hailing 26th anniversary

of founding of Albanian People's Army.)

Jul 17-31: ITLHS delegation,

headed by Souk Vongsak, vLaits

USSR and is received by CPSU

Central Committee Secretary

B. Ponomarev.

Late Jul-early Aug: Khamtay

Siphandone sends annual congratulatory

message to Lin Piao on 42nd anniver-

sary of Chinese PLA. Chinese Mission

in Khang Khay on that occasion holds

usual reception, attended by General

Singkapo and Colonel Deuane.

Q-Q -aý-
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Aug 12: In broadcast to South

Asia, ,adio Moscow accuses Maoists

ol claiming much territory in Asia,

including Laos.

Sep 7: Souphanouvong heads NLHS

delegation to Hanoi for Ho Chi

Minh's funeral; confers with __9: Souphanouvong and Li Hsien-

Soviet Premier Kosygin. niea meet In Hanoi on oczasion of

Ho Chi Minh's funeral and have a talk

described in Chinese press as "cordial

ard frank."

S2_ 13: The Xcw York Times reports

from Laos that Chinese-built road
has reached Muong La, about 15 miles

from Muong Sai.

S22 23: The 7r'mez (London) reports

from Laos that CPR Ecopomic and Cul-

tural Mission in Khang Khay was

Sep 27: Soviet military ob- closed just prior to capture of town

server Col. A. Leontiev, writing by pro-RLG Special Forces.

in Krasrai( Zvezda, charges that

U.S. ia timrning Lcos into Sep 28: Souphanouvong sends annual

another Vietnam. congratu'atory message to Mao, Lin,

and Chou on CPR's 20th anniversary.

At reception in Peking celebrating

anniversary, Chou En-lai specifically

expresses supp:rt for "the L.aotian

people in their Just struggle against

U.S. imperialism. . . ." (On same

occasion the previous year, Chou made

no direct reference to Laos.)

- ---[ .
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Oct =: Japanese Fo:eign Minister

Liichi Aichi, ac request of Prince

Souvanu- Fh._fn, sounds out USSý

on pcaczeful sertlement of Laotian Ea!rlyct: CPR Econortc and Cultural

probi'a; Soviet officials are cool Mission, sonewhere in Xieng Khouang,

to this move. holds reception to celebrate CPR'c

20th anniversary; General Singkapo

and Colonel Deuane attend.

Oct 7: S:uphanouvong sends congra-

tuletory messae to Mao, Lin, and

Chou on CPR's first underground

n'3zlaar test, described as giving

eucotragemeext to struggle of peoples

of t.Ie uorld against imperialism.

Oct -I-22: Soviet Couzunist Oct IL: Chou En-lai sends congratu-

Youth League delegation visits lator:, message to Souphanouvong on

Sam Neua; received by Phouni 24th arnxiversary of Laotian Revolu-

Vongvichic and Prince Soup'ianou- tion.

vong.
Oct 17-Cov 3: INLFS delevation, led
by Tiac Souk Vongsak, visits r-aJor

Oct 30: U.S. State Department cities in CPR; entertalned 'Oct 18)

spokesman Robcrt McCloskey re- by Li Hsien-nien and Kuo 4o-jo.

veals that U.S. has asked SovifL

Union to use its influence t(.

ease tense sitvation in Laos.

Omt 30: Soviet foreign Minister

Grotyko sends message to Geneva

C-nference signatories, referring

to ccwtplaints (dated Aug 20 and

Sep ) oy Phowni Vongvichit and

Z
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expressing "grave concern" at
"alarming situation" in Laos, which
he attributes to growing U.S. in-

tervention and gross violations of
Geneva Accords.

Nov 7: Pathet Lao Radio broadcasts

ed-itorial warmly greeting 52nd anni-

versary of October Revolution. It

adds: "The Laotian people have al-

ways enjoyed warm sympathy and pre-

cious support, both nterial and

oral, from the Soviet people" and

"the Soviet Union, with a consistent

and correct stand and an attitude

of goodwill, has uaswervingly sup-

ported the NLHS position....

Nov 11: Pravda reprints message

from Souphanouvong to President

Podgorny and Premier Kosygin, on

occasion of 52nd anniversary of

October Revolution, expressing

gratitude for Soviet support and

assist ance

Nov (late ?); Soviet-Laotian (Nov 29: Souphanouvong sendb greet-

talks in Vientiane to draft ings to Albanian leaders on occasion

agreement on airline connection of 25th anniversary of Albanian lib-

between USSR and Laos. eration.)

Dec (early): NI`HS delegation,

headed by Souk Vongsak, visits Der 13: Souvan,' Phouma pub'icly nc-

Moscow at iivitation of Soviet kno-.ledges presence of "four or five

Peace Cornrtee, battalions" of CPR troops in northern

Laos.

-t---'j
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Jan 5-6: Soviet organizations (in-

cluding Central Council of Trade

Unions, Afro-Asiau Solidarity Com-

mittee, Peace Committee, Women's

Committee, and Youth Organization

of USSi) send congratulatory mes-

sage to Central Committee of NLIIS

on its 14th anniversary. Both

Pravda and Izvestia carry appic - Jan 19: Lin Piao, in traditional

priate articles, message to LPLA Supreme Commander

Khamtay Siphandone on 3cca.sion oi

anniversary of LPLA's fcuniding, urges

Laotian forces to bring "the might

Jan 20: Krasnaia Zvezda carries of the people's war into full play"

article on occasion of 21st and to persist in "fighting a pro-

anniversary of LPLA. tracted war."

Jan: Two Lao air force planes bomb

Jan (late): CPSU Secretary B. a Chinese position iv Northern Laos

Ponomarev receives delegates to related to Chinese road-building

Third Solidarity Conference of activity.

Asian and African Peoples', in-

cluding representativs of

NLHS. (Souk Vongsak addresses

Conference on Jan 27.)

Feb 3: Phoumi Vongvichit reiorts

to Soviet co-chairman of 1962

Geneva Couference that U.S. con-

tinues to violate Geneva Agree-

ments.

Feb 23: Pathet Lao Radio edito-

rially hails 52nd anniversary of

Soviet Red Anny.rCI
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Feb 28: Souvanna Phouma sends

letters to Britain and USSR of-

ficially requesting C.....va-style

consultations on situation in Laos.

7eb 28: Tass statement, plus com-

aentaries, accuse U.S. of "con-

siderable escalation of armed in-

tervention in neutral Laos."

Statement is welcomed by NLHS.

Mar 6: People's Dailu reaffirms

Mar 6, 10: NLHS five-point peace Chinese support for liberation struggle

proposal is reported in Pravda iu Laos and states that, so long as

J and subsequently supported by the Laotian people strengthen their

USSR. President Nixon reveals unity and persist in protracted war,

he has written to Prime Minister they will win final victory.

Harold Wilson and Premier Kosygin

to enlist Geneva Conference co- Mar 7: New China News Agency (NCNA)

chaimen's efforts to end fight- reports from Hanoi about Mar 6 state-

ing in Laos. ment of NLIHS Central Committee, but

significantly omita reference to theMar 15: Moscow Radio announces

statement's five-point peace proposal.that Premier Kosygin has sent

message to President Nixon (in (Stbsequenz 2hinese reports aoout
Laos continue this silence untilroply to 'Latter's of Mar 6) re-

jecting Geneva-type consultations September.)

on Laos, calling for halt to U.S.

bombing in Laos, and supporting

NLHS five-point peace proposal.

Mar 23: President Nixon sends

another letter to Premier Kosygin

urging international consultation

to resolve conflict in LAos.

Soviet response is negative.
4&
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Mar 26: CPR Foreign Ministry issues

statement in support of 1:LHS state-

ment of Mar 21 condemning axpansion

and intensification of war in Laos by

"U.S. imperialism" and "reactionary

authorities of Thailand." Chinese

statement declares that CPR government

is closely watching events involving

expansion of war in Laos, Cambodia,

and other parts of Southeast Asia.

Warns that Chinese and Laotian peoples

have common interests and that former
"absolutely will not sit idly by while

1U.S. 2mperialisx. acts wanton3y in Laos."

Apr 6-14: A delegation from XCNA

visits Sam Neua Province at invitation

of NLHS Central Comittee.

Apr 20: NLHS Central Covmmittee

i?1suus instructions tor aaiioa-

wide celebrations of Lenin cen-

tenwry. States that "Leninism,

with shining exs=ples set by the

Soviet Union, has been greatly

stimulating the revolutionary

peuples in the woild.

On same jay, Pravda reports among

arriving delegations to Lenin

celebrations in Moscow that of

Lao delegation headed by ',,uhak

Phoumsavan.
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Apr 21: h1LHS Central Committee

Vice-Cha.rmai. Kaysone Phor-ihan

speaks at mass meeting in Sam Neua

honoring Lenin centenary. Ex-

presses deep gratitude to Soviet

Union and calls for strengthening

solidarity with Soviet, Chinese.

and Vietnamese peoples.

Apr 22: Nouhak, representing

N•LHS, m3kes speezh (reportEd in

Prav'da, Apr 24) at Lenin cele- Apr 2&-26: An "Indochinese Peoples'

brations in Kremlin. Summit Conference" is held "so=ewhere

in the Laos, Vietnam and China border

area." Upon its conclusion, Chou En-

lai co'mes from Peking and, on Apr 25,

gives reception ir honor of the four

delegations. In his address to them,

Chou En-lai spe3ks )f Ciina'. :'pro-

found =ilitant friendship" for the

Indochinese peop'les, and poiA.ts to

fact that vast expanse of Chira's

territory is reliable rear area for

these peoples' liberation struggle

and that the Chinese people will

always stand by thieir side. The fol-

lowing day, the delegations give re-

ception in honor of Chou E:.-lai. (At

foregoing iuitctions, Laos is reprc.-

sented by Souphanouvong, Kbamsouk

Keola, Phou-Li Vongvlchit, Khamphay

Roupha, and Ounheuan Phounsavath.)
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Apr 26: Upon his return from the Indo-
chinese Peoples' Summit Conference,

Apr: Premier Kosygia sends tele- Souphanouvong sends warmest congratu-

gram of gocod wishes to the In- lations to Mao, Lin, and Chou on occa-

dochinese Peoples' Summit Con- sion of successful launching of China's

ference. first artificial earth satellite.

Apr 27-May 9: Soviet TV dele- Khamtay Siphandone on behalf of the

LPLA sends congratulatory message togation visits liberated zone

Lin PNao, describing launching as aof Laos; granted TV interview

with Prince Souphanouvong. warning to U.S. not Io use nucleai

weapons against liberation movements.

Apr 28: Government of CPR issues

statement endorsing Joint Declaration

Apr 28-May 5: World Council of of the indochinese Summit Conference.

Peace delegation, including a With rcgard to Laos, it reaffirms its

Soviet delegate, visits lih- support for Laotian anti-imperialist

erated zone; receivea by Sithon struggle, and demands immk.diate halt

Komm, "m and N.uhak Fhoumsavan. to U.S. bombing of Laos anu ccmplete

withdrawal from that country of "U.S.

imperialism and the Thai vassal troops."

May 7: Some 100 Cambodiar, Laotian,

and Vietnamese "experts, students -ad

trainees," together with VietrAm-ae

a : Lao dalegation to Cairo residents, meet at DRV Embassy in

conference against American ag- Peking to endorse Indochinese Peoples'

gression, headed by Phoumi Vong- Summit Conference. Phoumi Vongvichit,

vichit, sto-s over in Moscow. on way to Moscow and Cairo, is among

May 12: Ohoumi Vongvichit is Lao pent at mein-rng.

terviewed by :'ravda corresnondent

and Laos expert Ivan Shchedrov.

(After attending Cairo conference,
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May 19-21, Phoumi returns to

Moscow, leaving there for home

on May 28.)

M 15: Statement by heads of

governments of People's Republic

of Bulgaria, Hungary, GDR, Mon-

golia, Poland, Rumania, USSR, and

Czechoslovakia, accusing U.S. of

violating agreement on neutrality

of Laos and endorsing IV.HS five-

point program of Mar 6, 1970.

May 16: Soviet dclegation to

Cairo conference on Laos, headed

by Secretary of Central Committee

of Covmunist Party Robert

Khachatryan, loaves Moscow.

May 17-24: The Soviet Union ob-

serves international week of soli-

darity with struggle of Laotian

people.

May 19-21: Secretary General L.

Brezhnev's message to the Cairo May 20: Mao Tse-tung issues state-

conference (in support of the ment in support of "revolutionary

Laotiar people's fight against struggles agaiust U.S. imperialism

U.S. aggression) declares ihat and its lackeys" and declares that
"the Soviet people and Communist "the situatiou is getting better and

Party Invariably side with the better in the war of rssistance against

peoples of Indochina, who are U.S. aggression and for national sal-

waging - just struggle, and vation vaged by the people of Vietnax,

help and support them in every Laos and Cambodia."

way."
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May 27: Souphanouvong sends message

to Mao thanking him warmly for his

statement of May 20.

Jun 9 (approximately): Souphanou-

vong sends telegram (undated) to

Soviet Premier Kosygin, thanking

him for greetings regarding Indo-

chinese Peoples' Summit Con-

ference.

Jun 9: Phoumi Vongvichit comp-ains

to Soviet co-chairman of Geneva

Conference about increased air war

by U.S. and use in Laos of Thai

and South Vietnamese troops.

Jun 12: Premier Souvanna Phouma

sends message to Soviet and Brit-

ish co-chairmen of 1962 Geneva

Conferei:ce, noting that Polish

representative of ICC has avoided

investigating presence of North

Vietnamese troops in Laos.

Jun 21-28: Three-member delega-

tion or Soviet journalists (rep- Jun 23: A Laotian celegation headed

resenting Prxvda, Izvestia, and by NLHS Central Committee member
M.doscow N/ews) pays visit to lib- Sanan Southizhak arrives ia 'ýeking,

erated zone in Laos. together with a Vietnamese delegation,

on way to an anti-U.S. function in

Yorth Korea. Vice Premier Li Hs.en-

nien gives banquet in the 4t honor.

The following day, the delegations

leave for Pyongyang on plane crrrying

~~ |
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Chinese delegation, to return to

Peking together toward end of month.

Jul 5: Sanan Southichak attends Chou

En-lai's banquet i1 honor of Sihanouk.

Jul 15: Supreme Soviet of the

USSR issues statement noting that

"U.S. aggression against Indo-

chinese peoples has entered a new

dangerous stage. . . . The U.S.

military are continuing cynically

to trample on the international

agreements concerning the neutral-

ity of Laos, preventing the diverse

political groupings in that country

from arriving at agreement on the

basis of the program for a polit-

ical settlement in Laos set forth Jul 31: Khamtay Siphandone serns

in t:i March 5, , tatemer t usual congratulatory message to Lin

of the Central Committee of the ?iao on anniversary of CPLA's estab-

Patriotic Front of Laos." lishment. The following day, Chen

Shu-ling, military attachi at CPR
Embassy in Vieitiane, gives a re-

Aug 16: Moscow Radio comments: ception honoring CPLA. Souvanna

"Preconditions are already ripe Phouma attends, as well as Souk

in Laos to enable the patriotic, Vongsak, special envoy of Souphanou-

neutralist and right-wing forces vong to preliminary peace talks.

in the :ountry to reach an under-

standing. . . . It is the U.F. Sep 25: Delegation of Khaosan Pathet

military intervention whicii Lao news agency arrives in PeKing to

hinders a settlement." attend China's National Day celebra-

tions. They leave for home from

Nanning some two weeks later.
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Sep 29: Souphanouvong sends greetings

to Mao, Lin, and Chou on occasion or

21st anniversary of CPR. He refers

to China's successful testing of ther-

monuclear weapons and completion of

the Great Proletarian Cultural Revo-

lution. (As in previous years, the

King of Laos also sends message of

- greetings.)

Oct 1: Pathet Lao Radio, in dis-

cussing founding of the CPR, speaks

of Chinese Communist Party "armed

Oct 4: Pravda publishes a mes- with invincible Marxism-Leninism and

sage from Souphanouvong to Mao Tse-tung Thought." In Vientiane.

Brezhnev, Podgorny, and Kosygin, Yueh Tai-heng, chargg d'affaires ai

in which he congratulates the interim of CPR Embassy, gives recep-

Soviet people, party, and govern- tion attended by notables of Lao

ment on successful soft moon government as well as by local NLUS

landing of Luna 16. representative.

V Oct 11: Chou En-lai sends message

Oct 12-19: On 25th anniversary to Souphanouvong on occasion of 25th

of Laos independence (Oct 12), anniversary of independence of Laos.

several Soviet organizations send In Peking, the China-Laos Friendship

Scongratulatory message to NLHS Associetion and Chinese People's Asso-

Central Committee. This ushers ciation for Friendship with Foreign

in week of Soviet solidarity Countries give reception in honor of

with struggle in Laos, celebrated Laotian Independence Day. The Chinese

in Moscow and other major Soviet hosts include Vice Premier Li Hsien-

citfes. Mo.._w celebrations are nien; the Lao guests, apart from stu-

atzended by an NLHS delegation dents, include several prominent Lao

headed by Central Committee mem- (pro-CommunisL) Neutralists led by

ber Phao Phimphachanh. Many General Hluon Mongkhunvilay. The
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movie houses show Soviet-made foliowing day, People's Daily zarries

film "The Days and Nights in editorial on the occasion, promising

Laos." powerful backing for Lactian people's

struggle and expressing once more

Fid-Oct: Moscow broadcpst beamed faith in success of protracted armed

to China &5j--.rts that "the struggle.

Chinese propaganda machinery is

not only taking pa:ns to distort

the Soviet Union's internation-

alist stand on Laos and other

Indochinese countries, but is

attempting to alienate the

struggling peoples on the Indo-

chinese peninsula from the Soviet

Union and other Socialist coun-

tries as well."

Oct 21: Komsomol delegation .rt

liberated regions of Laos, ex-

changing opinioni; with leadership

of NLHS Youth Association. Dele- Oct 22-27: At invitation of NLHS

gation preserts gifts of educe- Central Committee, a delegation of

tional aids, laboratory 2quip- the New China News Agency arrives

ment, and materials, and ts re- in Sam Neua. On Oct 27, they are

ceived by Scuphanouvong. At received by Souphanouvong.

conclusion of visit, a joint com-

muniqui oi the Soviet and Lao

youth organe.zations is issued 'n

Sam Naua. (Souphanouvong is in-

terviewed by Y4)1oror1,cZlskaia P.r'da

on Oct 17. The interview anpears

on Nov 27.)
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Oct 28: Pravda claims that U.S.

ground forces are involved in the

fighting in Laos and reports from

LPLA headquarters that 12,000 U.S.
military are active in Laos. A

similar claim is made in Izvestia

of Nov 5.

Nov 7: NLUS Central Committee

holds rally in honor of 53rd anni-

versary of October Revolution.

Meeting is attended by NLHS vice-

chairman Sithon Komtadam and

Central Committee member Sisana

Sisane; the latter pays tribute

to Soviet achievement and expresses

thanks for Soviet support.

A d-.lcg__on of the

GDR, headed by Horst Brasch and Nov 24: CPR Ministry of Foreign

including Major General Guenthe: Affairs issues statement declaring

Teller, visits liberated area in that it is internationalist duty of

Laos and meets with Prince Chinese people "to give all-out sup-

Souphanouvong, Keysone Phomvihan, port and assistance to the peoples

Sanan Southichak, and Sisavath. of Viet Nam and the other countries

Hosts express gratitude to So- of Indo-China in their war against

cialist Unity Party, GDR govern- U.S. aggression and for national sal-

ment, and East German people for vation" and that Chinese people will

thei;" political, moral, and ma- "unite and fight together with them

te't&%- srppoi-..) till comnlete victory "

Dec 13: Joint statement of CCP Cen-

tral Committee and CPR government

reaffirms in strongest language
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China's -ommitment to support of In-

dochinese peoplee' struggle: "We
sternly warn U.S. imperialism: Don't

misjudge the situation and miscalcu-

late."

Dec 19: in Peking, General and Mrs.

Mongkhunvilay attend Chou En-lai's

banquet for delegation of South Viet-

nam National Front for Liberation.

(In preceding and following months,

the general is repeatedly listed as

attending varinas official functions

in Feking.)

1971 197Y7

Jan 5: Chou En-lai sends congratu-

lations to Soupf'. -iouvnng on orcasion

of 15th anniversary of h-iS, express-

ing faith in effectiveness of pro-

tracted people's war and pledging

China to provide powerful backing

in the war "until all the U.S. ag-

gressors are driven out of Laotian

Jan 6: Both Pravda and !Lvestia territory and tne who .e of Indochina."

mark 15th anniversary of NLHS PeopLe's L'a.-Zi of Jan 6, hailing the

with articles. anniversary, carries editorial in

same vein.

Jan 19: On occasion of anniversary

of the LPLA, Lin Piao sends congratula-

tions to "Comrade" Khamtay Siphandone.

Message is similar Lo that Df Jan 5.
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Feb 1: At luncheon given for a

visiting Syrian gove-.n=ent delega-

tion, Soviet Premier Kosygin (re-

ferring to South Vietnamese inva-

sion of Laos) accuses U.S. of ag-

gressive actions abaiatu Southern

Laos and states: "Tha on.ly possible

solution of the indochinese prob-

lem is in the attai-ient of a po-

litical settlement that meets the

national intereste of the peoples

of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia."

Feb 2: Izvestia, denounctng U.S.

military role in Laos, concludes:

"The Soviet people are siding with

the lunt cause of the Lao patriots."

(Similar articles are published Veb 4, 8: In connection with South

in the following days in the major Vietnamese invasion sf Laos, the

Soviet papers.) CPR Foreign Ministry, after a first

warning given on Feb 4, issues state-

ment describing action as grave pro-

vocation not only against the three

Indochinese peoples but also against

China, and pledging all-out support

to these peoples "zo defeat the U.S.

aggressors and all their running dogs."

Feb 12: CPR government issuus state-

ment about Laos, terming "U.S. im-

perialism's aggresslon" in Laos "a

grave menace to China" and declaring

that Chinese people "absolutely will

not remain indifferent to it."
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Feb 25: Tass broadcasts a Soviet

government statement strongly

condemning U.S. role in invasion

of Laos and warns that "the

Soviet Union cannot remain indif-

ferent to the rew escalation of

the American aggression."

Mar 7, 18: La Norindr, new ambas-

sador of Laos to USSR, arrives in Mar 8: CPC Central Committee, CPR

Moscow by regular Aeroflot flight government, Central Committee of

from Vientiane. Presents his Vietnamese Workers Party, and DRV

credentials in Kremlin on Mar 18. goverrment issue, in Hanoi, a joint

communiqui on Laos. They condemn

"U.S. imperialism and its lackeys in

Saigon and Bangkok for their grave

crime of massive invasion of Laos,"

pledge firm support for "fraternal

L=otian people," and demand that U.S.

uncoualtioially s&op its bohbiLg tn

Laos and withdraw "all the U.S. ag-

gressor troops and vassal troops"

from Laotian territory. Further, the

communiqui specifically endorses a

five-point peace proposal put forward

by NLHS on Mar 6, ].970.

Mar 18: Souphanouvong congratulates

Mao, Lin, and Chou on Chira's launch-

ing of experimental scientific earth

satellite, and terms that feat a telling

blow to "U.S. imperialist nuclear

bIackmail."
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Mar 23: A delegation arrives in

Peking, led by Kaysone Phumvihan and

including NLHAS Central Committee mam-

bers Sanan Southichak and Maysjuk as

well as Thongsavath Kaykhamphitoune,

deputy director of General Affairs

Bureau of NLHA Central Cozmmittee.

The next day, Chou En-lai visits de-

legation at its living quarters; the

day after, supported by Politburo me=-

bers Yao Wen-yuan and Ch'iu Hui-tso

as well ais Keng Piao and Fang Yi,

he exchanges views with delegation

regarding situation in Laos. On

Mar 26, CCP Central Committee and

State Council of CPR give grand ban-

quet for Indochinese leaders visiting

Peking. Chin&x is represented by Chou

En-lai, Chief of Stsff Huang Y"ung-sheng,

Li Ha.ten-nion, an~d galax-y al uZ her

leaders. Foreign guests of honor in-

clude Sihanouk, Le Duan, Kaysone

Phorfvihan, Pzd Nguyen Van Hieu. In

banquet speech, Chou reaffirms %China's A

Mar 27: Soviet Defenb.e Finiettr determination to fulfill its Inter-

Marshal A. "?rechko sends message nationalist duLy toward the Indochinese

of thanks to Lao People's Lib- as well as toward the Korean peoples,

cA~ation Army in response tc ard torists their "milit'ant uni.ty" with

thtir congratulations on :i3rd China. Laotian and Vtetuaxmese dele-

anniversary of Soviet armed gations leave fc~r Moscow on Mar 27.

forces.
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Mar 27-Apr 14: Kaysone Phomvihan,

heading Laotian delegation to 24th

Congress of CPSU, arrives in Moscow

on Mar 27 after stop-overs in

Hanoi and Peking. In opening ad-

dress by President Podgoriy, Lao-

tian delegation is one of several

listed in category of "delegations

of friendly parties with whom the

CPSU maintains and develops fruit-

ful relations." Secretary General

Brezhlev's report to the Congress

declares: "The Soviet Union re-

solutely demands the cessation of

imperialist aggression agzinst Lhe

peoples of Vietnam, Cambodia, and

laos. Our c,..ntry has been, is,

and will -ontinue to be an active

champiou of the just ca4se zif the

beroic people of Indochina." On

Apr 8 Congress passes a resolution

expressing solicarity with lib- Mar 28: Editoriol in People'8 Dazly

eratlon movements in the three hails victory of army and people of

Indochinese countries. Kaysone Laos and South Vietnam, terming it

leaves Moscow on Apr 14; that a strategic defeat for the "U.S.

sme day, Pravda publishes ar- Duppet troops."

ticle by him.

Mar 29: Souphanouvong grants in- Mar 29: Mao, Lin, and Chou send mes-

terview to Pravda special corre- sage to Souphanouvong and the other

spondents A. Serbin and I. Indochinese leaderz congratulating

Shchedrov, which is published them on victorious battles, particu-

next day. larly along Highway 9 (leading into
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Laos). This victory i£ regarded as

of great sttategic importance and as

demonstrating the might cf people's

war and strength of unity of the three

Indochinese peoples. Souphanotvong
sends message of thanks on Mar 31.

Apr 3: Souphanouvong grants in-

terview to Soviet TV and Radio

Moscow correspondents in which

he expresses gratitude for Soviet

Union's "great and effective ApLr5: Pentagon spokesman states

support." that Chinese hrces guarding road

construction projects in northern

Laos have increased to about 14,000,

and that they are equipped t-ith anti-

aircraft guns and radar.

Apr 14-30: Apr 14: laysone and his

delegation arrive in Peking on way

home from 24th CPSU Congress. Apr 15:

Li Hsi!n-nien gives banquet in their

honor. Apr 22: Lhou En-lai and

other Politouro members hold talks

with Lao delegation. Apr 25: Kayscne,

at banquet for Sihanouk given by Chou

En-lai, speaks of "tremendous and

valuable support and assistance ren-

dered consisceztly" by CPC and Chinese

goverrnent and people. Apr 26: Kay-

sone is seen off by Chou En-lal and

leavrg by special plane for South

'Thina, accompanied by CPR Vice Minister

of Economic Relations with Foreign
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Countries. Apr 30: Laotian delega-

tion leaves by special plane from

Nanning. (They will stop for an ex-

tended stay in Hanoi before returning

home around May 20.)

Apr 24: Solidarity meeting with Apr_24: Tung Pi-wu, vice-chairman of

the Indochinese peoples orga- CPR, and Chou En-lai, on occasion of

r ized by international youth first anniversary of Indochinese

organizations opens in Moscow, Peoples' Summit Conference, send con-

with Lao representatives in gratulations to Indochinese leader-

attendance. ship including "Prince Souphanouvong"

and "Comrade Kaysone Phomvihan."

The following day, People's Daily

carries editorial, "The fifty Million

1idocl1inese Peole are Invincible."

On May 3, the Chinese ambissador to

France gives banquet in honor of

first anniversary of Summit Conference,

with Khamphay Bouvha representing

aos.

AEr_30: Visiting NLHS Heroes and

Model Workers Delegation attends ban-

quet given by China-Laos Friendship

Association and Chinese People's Asso-
ciation for Friendship with Other4 Countries. Also attending banquet

iare CPC Politburo member and Deputy
Chief of Staff Ch'iu Hui-tso and

Kuo Mo-jo, vice-chairman of the

Standing Coumittee of the National

People's Congress. May 3: Chou

En-lai and Chief of Staff Huang

- -
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Yung-sheng meet with delegation.

MaN 6: Ambassador of Republic of

South Vietnam to China gives banquet

in honor of Laotian delegation; it is

attended also by General Singkapo,

on a visit to Peking. Subsequently,

delegation visits Shanghai, Changsh&,

Kunming, and Nanning before returning

home on Jun 3.

May 13: Tass terms recent NLHS

p.:oposals "a new Important initia-

tive paving the way for a political

settlement in Laos."
May 18-31: Art troupe of Soviet

youth organization Komsomol tours

SNLHS zone.

May 19-26: Scviet UT:ion celebra-

tes an international week of

solidarity with Laotian people's

struggle.

Jul 8-15: Lao you'h delegation

headed by Nouphanh Sidphasay, member

of Central Committee of NLHS Youth

Association, stops over in Peking

after attending Sixth Congress of

' Socialist Working Youth League of

Korea.

Jul 10: Sone Khamvanvongsa repre-

sents NLHS at Peking banquet in honor

of 10th anniversary of Sino-Korean

Friendship Treaty. Attends rally

- - ~ ~ #--~- '.- '~--~- ... >,~ - - - -- 33
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next day celebrating the anniversary,

Jul 13: Letter frou Soviet For- together with Cambodian and Viet-

eign Minister Gromyko to U.S. namese representatives.

Secretary General U Thant re-

iterates Soviet support for

eprlier proposals of Indochinese

revolutionary governments and Jul 19: Premier Chou En-la!, meeting

political fronts, iucluding NLHS with a U.S. student group in Peking,

proposal of March 6, 1970, and reportedly declares that complete

its subsequent modifications, withdrawal of U.S. military forces

and installations from all Indochina,

including L^,os end Cambodia, must

take priority over normalization of

U.S.-China relations.

Jul 30: Khamtay Siphandone sends

traditional message on LPLA anniver-

sary to Lin Piao, expressing grati-

tude for "extremely precious support

and assistance" received from China.

Chen Shu-ling, military attachg of

the CPR Embassy ir Laos, gives recep-

tion attended by Souvanna Fhauma and

other RLG officials as well as by

Souk Vongsak and Soth Phetrasy

representing NLHS.

Aug 3: Report by a subcommittee of

the U.S. Senate Coruittee on Foreign

Relations, cleared by U.S. Government,

provides data on Chinese presence in

Laos: Chinese forces alog road they

are building in northern Laos number
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between 14,000 and 20,000, as com-

pared to 6,000-8,000 two years

earlier. About one-third to one-

fourth of these are ant Lrcraft

crews; the remainder are construction

workers. Road currently ends

45 miles from Mekong River, some

20 miles from Thailand.


